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editors’ note

W

elcome to the inaugural issue of Behavioral Science & Policy. We
created BSP to help bridge a significant divide. The success of nearly

all public and private sector policies hinges on the behavior of individuals,
groups, and organizations. Today, such behaviors are better understood
than ever thanks to a growing body of practical behavioral science research.
However, policymakers often are unaware of behavioral science findings
that may help them craft and execute more effective and efficient policies.
In response, we want the pages of this journal to be a meeting ground of
sorts: a place where scientists and non-scientists can encounter clearly
described behavioral research that can be put into action.

Mission of BSP
By design, the scope of BSP is quite broad, with topics spanning health care,
financial decisionmaking, energy and the environment, education and culture,
justice and ethics, and work place practices. We will draw on a broad range of
the social sciences, as is evident in this inaugural issue. These pages feature
contributions from researchers with expertise in psychology, sociology, law,
behavioral economics, organization science, decision science, and marketing.
BSP is broad in its coverage because the problems to be addressed are
diverse, and solutions can be found in a variety of behavioral disciplines.
This goal requires an approach that is unusual in academic publishing. All
BSP articles go through a unique dual review, by disciplinary specialists for
scientific rigor and also by policy specialists for practical implementability.
In addition, all articles are edited by a team of professional writing editors
to ensure that the language is both clear and engaging for non-expert
readers. When needed, we post online Supplemental Material for those who
wish to dig deeper into more technical aspects of the work. That material is
indicated in the journal with a bracketed arrow.

This Issue
This first issue is representative of our vision for BSP. We are pleased to
publish an outstanding set of contributions from leading scholars who
have worked hard to make their work accessible to readers outside their
fields. A subset of manuscripts is clustered into a Spotlight Topic section
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that examines a specific theme in some depth, in this case, “Challenging
Assumptions about Behavioral Policy.”
Our opening essay discusses the importance of behavioral science
for enhanced policy design and implementation, and illustrates various
approaches to putting this work into practice. The essay also provides a
more detailed account of our objectives for Behavioral Science & Policy. In
particular, we discuss the importance of using policy challenges as a starting
point and then asking what practical insights can be drawn from relevant
behavioral science, rather than the more typical path of producing research
findings in search of applications.
Our inaugural Spotlight Topic section includes four articles. Wilson and
Juarez challenge the assumption that intuitively compelling policy initiatives
can be presumed to be effective, and illustrate the importance of evidencebased program evaluation. Cialdini, Martin, and Goldstein challenge the
notion that large policy effects require large interventions, and provide
evidence that small (even costless) actions grounded in behavioral science
research can pay big dividends. Sunstein challenges the point of view that
providing individuals with default options is necessarily more paternalistic
than requiring them to make an active choice. Instead, Sunstein suggests,
people sometimes prefer the option of deferring technical decisions to
experts and delegating trivial decisions to others. Thus, forcing individuals
to choose may constrain rather than enhance individual free choice. In the
final Spotlight paper, Loewenstein, Bryce, Hagmann, and Rajpal challenge
the assumption that behavioral “nudges,” such as strategic use of defaults,
are only effective when kept secret. In fact, these authors report a study in
which they explicitly inform participants that they have been assigned an
arbitrary default (for advance medical directives). Surprisingly, disclosure
does not greatly diminish the impact of the nudge.
This issue also includes four regular articles. Goh, Pfeffer, and Zenios
provide evidence that corporate executives concerned with their employees’
health should attend to a number of workplace practices—including high
job demands, low job control, and a perceived lack of fairness—that can
produce more harm than the well-known threat of exposure to secondhand
smoke. Knoll, Appelt, Johnson, and Westfall find that the most obvious
approach to getting individuals to delay claiming retirement benefits
(present information in a way that highlights benefits of claiming later)
does not work. But a process intervention in which individuals are asked
to think about the future before considering their current situation better
persuades them to delay making retirement claims. Larrick, Soll, and Keeney
identify four principles for developing better energy-use metrics to enhance
consumer understanding and promote energy conservation. Finally, Manary,
Staelin, Boulding, and Glickman provide a new analysis challenging the
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idea that a hospital’s responses to the demographic traits of individual
patients, including their race, may explain disparities in quality of health care.
Instead, it appears that this observation is driven by differences in insurance
coverage among these groups. Hospitals serving larger numbers of patients
with no insurance or with government insurance receive less revenue to pay
for expenses such as wages, training, and equipment updates. In this case,
the potential behavioral explanation does not appear to be correct; it may
come down to simple economics.

In Summary
This publication was created by the Behavioral Science & Policy Association
in partnership with the Brookings Institution. The mission of BSPA is to foster
dialog between social scientists, policymakers, and other practitioners in
order to promote the application of rigorous empirical behavioral science
in ways that serve the public interest. BSPA does not advance a particular
agenda or political perspective.
We hope that each issue of BSP will provide timely and actionable insights
that can enhance both public and private sector policies. We look forward
to continuing to receive innovative policy solutions that are derived from
cutting-edge behavioral science research. We also look forward to receiving
from policy professionals suggestions of new policy challenges that may
lend themselves to behavioral solutions. “Knowledge in the service of
society” is an ideal that we believe should not merely be espoused but, also,
actively pursued.

Craig R. Fox & Sim B. Sitkin
Founding Co-Editors
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Essay

Bridging the divide between
behavioral science & policy
Craig R. Fox & Sim B. Sitkin

abstract.

Traditionally, neoclassical economics, which

assumes that people rationally maximize their selfinterest, has strongly influenced public and private sector
policymaking and implementation. Today, policymakers
increasingly appreciate the applicability of the behavioral
sciences, which advance a more realistic and complex
view of individual, group, and organizational behavior.
In this article, we summarize differences between
traditional economic and behavioral approaches to
policy. We take stock of reasons economists have been
so successful in influencing policy and examine cases
in which behavioral scientists have had substantial
impact. We emphasize the benefits of a problem-driven
approach and point to ways to more effectively bridge
the gap between behavioral science and policy, with
the goal of increasing both supply of and demand for
behavioral insights in policymaking and practice.

1

B

etter insight into human behavior by a county
government official might have changed the course
of world history. Late in the evening of November 7,
2000, as projections from the U.S. presidential election rolled in, it became apparent that the outcome
would turn on which candidate carried Florida. The
state initially was called by several news outlets for Vice
President Al Gore, on the basis of exit polls. But in a
stunning development, that call was flipped in favor of
Texas Governor George W. Bush as the actual ballots
were tallied.1 The count proceeded through the early
morning hours, resulting in a narrow margin of a few
hundred votes for Bush that triggered an automatic
machine recount. In the days that followed, intense
attention focused on votes disallowed due to “hanging
chads” on ballots that had not been properly punched.
Weeks later, the U.S. Supreme Court halted a battle over
the manual recount in a dramatic 5–4 decision. Bush
would be certified the victor in Florida, and thus president-elect, by a mere 537 votes.
Less attention was paid to a news item that emerged
right after the election: A number of voters in Palm
Beach County claimed that they might have mistakenly
voted for conservative commentator Pat Buchanan
when they had intended to vote for Gore. The format
of the ballot, they said, had confused them. The
Palm Beach County ballot was designed by Theresa
LePore, the supervisor of elections, who was a registered Democrat. On the Palm Beach County “butterfly
ballot,” candidate names appeared on facing pages, like
butterfly wings, and votes were punched along a line
between the pages (see Figure 1). LePore favored this
format because it allowed for a larger print size that
would be more readable to the county’s large proportion of elderly voters.2
Ms. LePore unwittingly neglected an important
behavioral principle long known to experimental
psychologists: To minimize effort and mistakes, the
response required (in this case, punching a hole in the
center line) must be compatible with people’s perception of the relevant stimulus (in this case, the ballot
layout).3,4 To illustrate this principle, consider a stove in
which burners are aligned in a square but the burner
controls are aligned in a straight line (see Figure 2,
left panel). Most people have difficulty selecting the
Fox, C. R., & Sitkin, S. B. Bridging the divide between behavioral science
& policy. Behavioral Science & Policy, 1(1), pp.1–12.
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intended controls, and they make occasional errors.
In contrast, if the controls are laid out in a square that
mirrors the alignment of burners (see Figure 2, right
panel), people tend to make fewer errors. In this case,
the stimulus (the burner one wishes to light) better
matches the response (the knob requiring turning).
A close inspection of the butterfly ballot reveals an
obvious incompatibility. Because Americans read left
to right, many people would have perceived Gore as
the second candidate on the ballot. But punching the
second hole (No. 4) registered a vote for Buchanan.
Meanwhile, because George Bush’s name was listed
at the top of the ballot and a vote for him required
punching the top hole, no such incompatibility was
in play, so no related errors should have occurred.
Indeed, a careful analysis of the Florida vote in the 2000
presidential election shows that Buchanan received a
much higher vote count than would be predicted from
the votes for other candidates using well-established
statistical models. In fact, the “overvote” for Buchanan
in Palm Beach County (presumably, by intended Gore
voters) was estimated to be at least 2,000 votes, roughly
four times the vote gap between Bush and Gore in the
official tally.5 In short, had Ms. LePore been aware of
the psychology of stimulus–response compatibility, she
presumably would have selected a less confusing ballot
design. In that case, for better or worse, Al Gore would
almost certainly have been elected America’s 43rd
president.
It is no surprise that a county-level government
official made a policy decision without considering a well-established principle from experimental
psychology. Policymaking, in both the public and the
private sectors, has been dominated by a worldview
from neoclassical economics that assumes people and
organizations maximize their self-interest. Under this
rational agent view, it is natural to take for granted that
given full information, clear instructions, and an incentive to pay attention, mistakes should be rare; systematic mistakes are unthinkable. Perhaps more surprising
is the fact that behavioral science research has not
been routinely consulted by policymakers, despite the
abundance of policy-relevant insights it provides.
This state of affairs is improving. Interest in applied
behavioral science has exploded in recent years, and
the supply of applicable behavioral research has been
increasing steadily. Unfortunately, most of this research
fails to reach policymakers and practitioners in a
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Figure 1. Palm Beach County’s 2000 butterfly ballot for U.S. president

useable format, and when behavioral insights do reach
policymakers, it can be difficult for these professionals
to assess the credibility of the research and act on it. In
short, a stubborn gap persists between rigorous science
and practical application.
In this article, we explore the divide between behavioral science and policymaking. We begin by taking
stock of differences between traditional and behavioral
approaches to policymaking. We then examine what
behavioral scientists can learn from (nonbehavioral)
economists’ relative success at influencing policy. We
share case studies that illustrate different approaches
that behavioral scientists have taken in recent years to
successfully influence policies. Finally, we discuss ways
to bridge the divide, thereby promoting more routine
and judicious application of behavioral science by
policymakers.

Information includes education programs, detailed
documentation, and information campaigns (for
example, warnings about the dangers of illicit drug
use). The assumption behind these interventions
is that accurate information will lead people to act
appropriately.

Figure 2. Differences in compatibility between
stove burners and controls
Incompatible

Compatible

Traditional Versus Behavioral Approaches
to Policymaking
According to the rational agent model, individuals,
groups, and organizations are driven by an evenhanded
evaluation of available information and the pursuit of
self-interest. From this perspective, policymakers have
three main tools for achieving their objectives: information, incentives, and regulation.

Back Back Front Front
Left Right Left Right

Back Left

Back Right

Front Left

Front Right

Adapted from The Design of Everyday Things (pp. 76–77), by D.
Norman, 1988, New York, NY: Basic Books.
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Incentives include financial rewards and punishments, tax credits, bonuses, grants, and subsidies (for
example, a tax credit for installing solar panels). The
assumption here is that proper incentives motivate
individuals and organizations to behave in ways that are
aligned with society’s interests.
Regulation entails a mandate (for example, requiring
a license to operate a plane or perform surgery) or a
prohibition of a particular behavior (such as forbidding speeding on highways or limiting pollution from
a factory). In some sense, regulations provide a special
kind of (dis)incentive in the form of a legal sanction.
Although tools from neoclassical economics will
always be critical to policymaking, they often neglect
important insights about the actual behaviors of individuals, groups, and organizations. In recent decades,
behavioral and social scientists have produced ample
evidence that people and organizations routinely
violate assumptions of the rational agent model, in
systematic and predictable ways. First, individuals have
a severely limited capacity to attend to, recall, and
process information and therefore to choose optimally.6 For instance, a careful study of older Americans
choosing among prescription drug benefit plans under
Medicare Part D (participants typically had more than
40 stand-alone drug plan options available to them)
found that people selected plans that, on average,
fell short of optimizing their welfare, by a substantial margin.7,8 Second, behavior is strongly affected
by how options are framed or labeled. For example,
economic stimulus payments are more effective (that is,
people spend more money) when those payments are
described as a gain (for example, a “taxpayer bonus”)
than when described as a return to the status quo
(for example, a “tax rebate”).9 Third, people are biased
to stick with default options or the status quo, for
example, when choosing health and retirement plans,10
insurance policies,11 flexible spending accounts,12 and
even medical advance directives.13 People likewise tend
to favor incumbent candidates,14 current program initiatives,15 and policies that happen to be labeled the status
quo.16 Fourth, people are heavily biased toward immediate rather than future consumption. This contributes,
for example, to the tendency to undersave for retirement. It is interesting to note, though, that when people
view photographs of themselves that have been artificially aged, they identify more with their future selves
and put more money away for retirement.17

4

One response to such observations of irrationality
is to apply traditional economic tools that attempt to
enforce more rational decisionmaking. In this respect,
behavioral research can serve an important role in
identifying situations in which intuitive judgment and
decisionmaking may fall short (for instance, scenarios
in which the public tends to misperceive risks)18,19 for
which economic decision tools like cost–benefit analysis are especially helpful.20 More important, behavioral
scientists have begun to develop powerful new tools
that complement traditional approaches to policymaking. These tools are derived from observations
about how people actually behave rather than how
rational agents ought to behave. Such efforts have
surged since the publication of Thaler and Sunstein’s
book Nudge,21 which advocates leveraging behavioral
insights to design policies that promote desired behaviors while preserving freedom of choice. A number
of edited volumes of behavioral policy insights from
leading scholars have followed.22–25
Behavioral information tools leverage scientific
insights concerning how individuals, groups, and organizations naturally process and act on information.
Feedback presented in a concrete, understandable
format can help people and organizations learn to
improve their outcomes (as with new smart power
meters in homes or performance feedback reviews in
hospitals26 or military units27) and make better decisions
(for instance, when loan terms are expressed using
the annual percentage rate as required by the Truth in
Lending Act28 or when calorie information is presented
as a percentage of one’s recommended snack
budget29). Similarly, simple reminders can overcome
people’s natural forgetfulness and reduce the frequency
of errors in surgery, firefighting, and flying aircraft.30–32
Decisions are also influenced by the order in which
options are encountered (for example, first candidates
listed on ballots are more likely to be selected)33 and
how options are grouped (for instance, physicians are
more likely to choose medications that are listed separately rather than clustered together on order lists).34
Thus, policymakers can nudge citizens toward favored
options by listing them on web pages and forms first
and separately rather than later and grouped with other
options.
Behavioral incentives leverage behavioral insights
about motivation. For instance, a cornerstone of behavioral economics is loss aversion, the notion that people
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are more sensitive to losses than to equivalent gains.
Organizational incentive systems can therefore make
use of the observation that the threat of losing a bonus
is more motivating than the possibility of gaining an
equivalent bonus. In a recent field experiment, one
group of teachers received a bonus that would have
to be returned (a potential loss) if their students’ test
scores did not increase while another group of teachers
received the same bonus (a potential gain) only after
scores increased. In fact, test scores substantially
increased when the bonus was presented as a potential
loss but not when it was presented as a potential gain.35
A behavioral perspective on incentives also recognizes
that the impact of monetary payments and fines depends
on how people subjectively interpret those interventions.
For instance, a field experiment in a group of Israeli day
care facilities found that introducing a small financial
penalty for picking up children late actually increased
the frequency of late pickups, presumably because
many parents interpreted the fine as a price that they
would gladly pay.36 Thus, payments and fines may not
be sufficient to induce desired behavior without careful
consideration of how they are labeled, described, and
interpreted.
Behavioral insights not only have implications for
how to tailor traditional economic incentives such as
payments and fines but also suggest powerful nonmonetary incentives. It is known, for example, that people
are motivated by their needs to belong and fit in,
compare favorably, and be seen by others in a positive
light. Thus, social feedback and public accountability
can be especially potent motivators. For example,
health care providers reduce their excessive antibiotic
prescribing when they are told how their performance
compares with that of “best performers” in their region37
or when a sign declaring their commitment to responsible antibiotic prescribing hangs in their clinic’s waiting
room.38 In contrast, attempts to influence health care
provider behaviors (including antibiotic prescribing)
using expensive, traditional pay-for-performance interventions are not generally successful.39
Nudges are a form of soft paternalism that stops
short of formal regulation. They involve designing
a choice environment to facilitate desired behavior
without prohibiting other options or significantly
altering economic incentives.21 The most studied tool
in this category is the use of defaults. For instance,
European countries with opt-out policies for organ

donation (in which consent to be a donor is the default)
have dramatically higher rates of consent (generally
approaching 100%) than do countries with opt-in policies (whose rates of consent average around 15%).40
Well-designed nudges make it easy for people to
make better decisions. Opening channels for desired
behavior (for instance, providing a potential donor to
a charity with a stamped and pre-addressed return
envelope) can be extremely effective, well beyond what
would be predicted by an economic cost–benefit analysis of the action.41 For instance, in one study, children
from low-income families were considerably more likely
to attend college if their parents had been offered help
in completing a streamlined college financial aid form
while they were receiving free help with their tax form
preparation.42 Conversely, trivial obstacles to action can
prove very effective in deterring undesirable behavior.
For instance, secretaries consumed fewer chocolates
when candy dishes were placed a few meters away from
their desks than when candy dishes were placed on
their desks.43
Beyond such tools, rigorous empirical observation
of behavioral phenomena can identify public policy
priorities and tools for most effectively addressing
those priorities. Recent behavioral research has made
advances in understanding a range of policy-relevant
topics, from the measurement and causes of subjective
well-being44,45 to accuracy of eyewitness identification46
to improving school attendance47 and voter turnout48
to the psychology of poverty49,50 to the valuation of
environmental goods.51,52 Rigorous empirical evaluation
can also help policymakers assess the effectiveness of
current policies53 and management practices.24,54

Learning from the Success of Economists
in Influencing Policy
Behavioral scientists can learn several lessons from the
unrivaled success of economists in influencing policy.
We highlight three: Communicate simply, field test and
quantify results, and occupy positions of influence.

Simplicity
Economists communicate a simple and intuitively
compelling worldview that can be easily summed up:
Actors pursue their rational self-interest. This simple
model also provides clear and concrete prescriptions:
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Provide information and it will be used; align incentives
properly and particular behaviors will be promoted or
discouraged; mandate or prohibit behaviors and desired
effects will tend to follow.
In contrast, behavioral scientists usually emphasize
that a multiplicity of factors tend to influence behavior,
often interacting in ways that defy simple explanation.
To have greater impact, behavioral scientists need to
communicate their insights in ways that are easy to
absorb and apply. This will naturally inspire greater
credence and confidence from practitioners.55

Field Tested and Quantified
Economists value field data and quantify their results.
Economists are less interested in identifying underlying
causes of behavior than they are in predicting observable behavior, so they are less interested in self-reports
of intentions and beliefs than they are in consequential
behavior. It is important to note that economists also
quantify the financial impact of their recommendations,
and they tend to examine larger, systemic contexts (for
instance, whether a shift in a default increases overall
savings rather than merely shifting savings from one
account to another).56 Such analysis provides critical
justification to policymakers. In the words of Nobel
Laureate Daniel Kahneman (a psychologist by training),
economists “speak the universal language of policy,
which is money.”57
In contrast, behavioral scientists tend to be more
interested in identifying causes, subjective understanding and motives, and complex group and organizational interactions—topics best studied in controlled
environments and using laboratory experiments.
Although controlled environments may allow greater
insight into mental processes underlying behavior,
results do not always generalize to applied contexts.
Thus, we assert that behavioral scientists should make
use of in situ field experiments, analysis of archival
data, and natural experiments, among other methods,
and take pains to establish the validity of their conclusions in the relevant applied context. In addition, we
suggest that behavioral scientists learn to quantify the
larger (systemic and scalable) impact of their proposed
interventions.

Economists have traditionally placed themselves in
positions of influence. Since 1920, the nonprofit and
nonpartisan National Bureau of Economic Research
has been dedicated to supporting and disseminating
“unbiased economic research . . . without policy recommendations . . . among public policymakers, business
professionals, and the academic community.”58 The
Council of Economic Advisors was founded in 1946,
and budget offices of U.S. presidential administrations
and Congress have relied on economists since 1921
and 1974, respectively. Think tanks populate their ranks
with policy analysts who are most commonly trained
in economics. Economists are routinely consulted on
fiscal and monetary policies, as well as on education,
health care, criminal justice, corporate innovation, and
a host of other issues. Naturally, economics is particularly useful when answering questions of national
interest, such as what to do in a recession, how to
implement cost–benefit analysis, and how to design a
market-based intervention.
In contrast, behavioral scientists have only recently
begun assuming positions of influence on policy
through new applied behavioral research organizations
(such as ideas42), standing government advisory organizations (such as the British Behavioral Insights Team
and the U.S. Social and Behavioral Sciences Team), and
corporate behavioral science units (such as Google’s
People Analytics and Microsoft Research). Behavioral
scientists are sometimes invited to serve as ad hoc advisors to various government agencies (such as the Food
and Drug Administration and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau). As behavioral scientists begin to
occupy more positions in such organizations, this will
increase their profile and enhance opportunities to
demonstrate the utility of their work to policymakers
and other practitioners. Many behavioral insights have
been successfully implemented in the United Kingdom59
and in the United States.60 For example, in the United
States, the mandate to disclose financial information to
consumers in a form they can easily understand (Credit
Card Accountability and Disclosure Act of 2009), the
requirement that large employers automatically enroll
employees in a health care plan (Affordable Care Act of
2010), and revisions to simplify choices available under
Medicare Part D were all designed with behavioral
science principles in mind.

Positions of Influence

6
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Approaches Behavioral Scientists Have Taken
to Impact Policy
Although the influence of behavioral science in policy
is growing, thus far there have been few opportunities
for the majority of behavioral scientists who work at
universities and in nongovernment research organizations to directly influence policy with their original
research. Success stories have been mostly limited to
a small number of cases in which behavioral scientists have (a) exerted enormous personal effort and
initiative to push their idea into practice, (b) aggressively promoted a research idea until it caught on,
(c) partnered with industry to implement their idea,
or (d) embedded themselves in an organization with
connections to policymakers.

3.5% to 13.6% in less than four years. Having proven
the effectiveness of the program, Benartzi and Thaler
looked for a well-known company to enhance its credibility, and they eventually signed up Philips Electronics,
again with a successful outcome.
Results of these field experiments were published in
a 1994 issue of the Journal of Political Economy61 and
subsequently picked up by the popular press. Benartzi
and Thaler were soon invited to consult with members
of Congress on the Pension Protection Act of 2006,
which endorsed automatic enrollment and automatic
savings escalation in 401(k) plans. Adoption increased
sharply from there, and, by 2011, more than half of large
American companies with 401(k) plans included automatic escalation. The nation’s saving rate has increased
by many billions of dollars per year because of this
innovation.62

Personal Initiative (Save More Tomorrow)
Occasionally, entrepreneurial behavioral scientists have
managed to find ways to put their scientific insights
into practice through their own effort and initiative. For
instance, University of California, Los Angeles, professor
Shlomo Benartzi and University of Chicago professor
Richard Thaler were concerned about Americans’ low
saving rate despite the ready availability of tax-deferred
401(k) saving plans in which employers often match
employee contributions. In 1996, they conceived of the
Save More Tomorrow (SMarT) program, with features
that leverage three behavioral principles. First, participants commit in advance to escalate their 401(k)
contributions in the future, which takes advantage of
people’s natural tendency to heavily discount future
consumption relative to present consumption. Second,
contributions increase with the first paycheck after
each pay raise, which leverages the fact that people
find it easier to forgo a gain (give up part of a pay raise)
than to incur a loss (reduce disposable income). Third,
employee contributions automatically escalate (unless
the participant opts out) until the savings rate reaches
a predetermined ceiling, which applies the observation
that people are strongly biased to choose and stick with
default options.
Convincing a company to implement the program
required a great deal of persistence over a couple of
years. However, the effort paid off: In the first application of Save More Tomorrow, average saving rates
among participants who signed up increased from

Building Buzz (the MPG Illusion)
Other researchers have sometimes managed to influence policy by actively courting attention for their
research ideas. Duke University professors Richard
Larrick and Jack Soll, for instance, noticed that the
commonly reported metric for automobile mileage
misleads consumers by focusing on efficiency (miles
per gallon [MPG]) rather than consumption (gallons
per hundred miles [GPHM]). In a series of simple experiments, Larrick and Soll demonstrated that people
generally make better fuel-conserving choices when
they are given GPHM information rather than MPG
information.63 The researchers published this work in
the prestigious journal Science and worked with the
journal and their university to cultivate media coverage.
As luck would have it, days before publication, U.S.
gasoline prices hit $4 per gallon for the first time,
making the topic especially newsworthy. Although
Larrick and Soll found the ensuing attention gratifying,
it appeared that many people did not properly understand the MPG illusion. To clarify their point, Larrick and
Soll launched a website that featured a video, a blog,
and an online GPHM calculator. The New York Times
Magazine listed the GPHM solution in its “Year in Ideas”
issue. Before long, this work gained the attention of
the director of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs and others, who brought the idea of using
GPHM to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and U.S. Department of Transportation. These agencies
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ultimately took actions that modified window labels for
new cars beginning in 2013 to include consumption
metrics (GPHM, annual fuel cost, and savings over five
years compared with the average new vehicle).60

Partnering with Industry (Opower)
Of course, successful behavioral solutions are not only
implemented through the public sector: Sometimes
policy challenges are taken up by private sector businesses. For instance, Arizona State University professor
Robert Cialdini, California State University professor
Wesley Schultz, and their students ran a study in which
they leveraged the power of social norms to influence
energy consumption behavior. They provided residents with feedback concerning their own and their
neighbors’ average energy usage (what is referred to as
a descriptive social norm), along with suggestions for
conserving energy, via personalized informational door
hangers. Results were dramatic: “Energy hogs,” who had
consumed more energy than average during the baseline period, used much less energy the following month.
However, there was also a boomerang effect in which
“energy misers,” who had consumed less energy than
average during the baseline period, actually consumed
more energy the following month. Fortunately, the
researchers also included a condition in which feedback provided not only average usage information but
also a reminder about desirable behavior (an injunctive social norm). This took the form of a handwritten
smiley face if the family had consumed less energy than
average and a frowning face if they had consumed more
energy than average. This simple, cheap intervention
led to reduced energy consumption by energy hogs as
before and also kept energy misers from appreciably
increasing their rates of consumption.64 Results of the
study were reported in a 2007 article in the journal
Psychological Science.
Publication is where the story might have ended, as
with most scientific research. However, as luck would
have it, entrepreneurs Dan Yates and Alex Laskey had
been brainstorming a new venture dedicated to helping
consumers reduce their energy usage. In a conversation with Hewlett Foundation staff, Yates and Laskey
were pointed to the work of Cialdini, Schultz, and their
collaborators. Yates and Laskey saw an opportunity to
partner with utility companies to use social norm feedback to help reduce energy consumption among their
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customers, and they invited Cialdini to join their team
as chief scientist. Eventually, the Sacramento Municipal
Utility District agreed to sponsor a pilot test in which
some of its customers would be mailed social norm
feedback and suggestions for conserving energy. The
test succeeded in lowering average consumption by
2%–3% over the next few months. Further tests showed
similar results, and the company rapidly expanded
its operations.65 Independent researchers verified
that energy conservation in the field and at scale was
substantial and persistent over time.66 As of this writing,
Opower serves more than 50 million customers of
nearly 100 utilities worldwide, analyzing 40% of all residential energy consumption data in the United States,67
and has a market capitalization in excess of $500
million.

Connected Organizations
The success of behavioral interventions has recently
gained the attention of governments, and several behavioral scientists have had opportunities to collaborate
with “nudge units” across the globe. The first such unit
was the Behavioral Insights Team founded by U.K. Prime
Minister David Cameron in 2010, which subsequently
spun off into an independent company. Similar units
have formed in the United States, Canada, and Europe,
many at the provincial and municipal levels. International organizations are joining in as well: As of this
writing, the World Bank is forming its own nudge unit,
and projects in Australia and Singapore are underway.
Meanwhile, research organizations such as ideas42, BE
Works, Innovations for Poverty Action, the Center for
Evidence-Based Management, and the Greater Good
Science Center have begun to facilitate applied behavioral research. A diverse range of for-profit companies
have also established behavioral units and appointed
behavioral scientists to leadership positions—including
Allianz, Capital One, Google, Kimberly-Clark, and Lowe’s,
among others—to run randomized controlled trials that
test behavioral insights.

Bridging the Divide between Behavioral
Science and Policy
The stories above are inspiring illustrations of how
behavioral scientists who are resourceful, entrepreneurial, determined, and idealistic can successfully push
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their ideas into policy and practice. However, the vast
majority of rank-and-file scientists lack the resources,
time, access, and incentives to directly influence policy
decisions. Meanwhile, policymakers and practitioners
are increasingly receptive to behavioral solutions
but may not know how to discriminate good from
bad behavioral science. A better way of bridging this
divide between behavioral scientists and policymakers
is urgently needed. The solution, we argue, requires
behavioral scientists to rethink the way they approach
policy applications of their work, and it requires a new
vehicle for communicating their insights.

Rethinking the Approach
Behavioral scientists interested in having real-world
impact typically begin by reflecting on consistent empirical findings across studies in their research area and
then trying to generate relevant applications based on
a superficial understanding of relevant policy areas.
We assert that to have greater impact on policymakers
and other practitioners, behavioral scientists must work
harder to first learn what it is that practitioners need
to know. This requires effort by behavioral scientists
to study the relevant policy context—the institutional
and resource constraints, key stakeholders, results of
past policy initiatives, and so forth—before applying
behavioral insights. In short, behavioral scientists
will need to adopt a more problem-driven approach
rather than merely searching for applications of their
favorite theories.
This point was driven home to us by a story from
David Schkade, a professor at the University of California, San Diego. In 2004, Schkade was named to a
National Academy of Sciences panel that was tasked
with helping to increase organ donation rates. Schkade
thought immediately of aforementioned research
showing the powerful effect of defaults on organ donation consent.40 Thus, he saw an obvious solution to
organ shortages: Switch from a regime in which donors
must opt in (for example, by affirmatively indicating
their preference to donate on their driver license) to
one that requires people to either opt out (presume
consent unless one explicitly objects) or at least make
a more neutral forced choice (in which citizens must
actively choose whether or not to be a donor to receive
a driver’s license).
As the panel deliberated, Schkade was surprised to

learn that some states had already tried changing the
choice regime, without success. For instance, in 2000,
Virginia passed a law requiring that people applying for
driver’s licenses or identification cards indicate whether
they were willing to be organ donors, using a system in
which all individuals were asked to respond (the form
also included an undecided category; this and a nonresponse were recorded as unwillingness to donate). The
attempt backfired because of the unexpectedly high
percentage of people who did not respond yes.68,69
As the expert panel discussed the issue further,
Schkade learned that a much larger problem in organ
donation was yield management. In 2004, approximately 13,000–14,000 Americans died each year in a
manner that made them medically eligible to become
donors. Fifty-nine different organ procurement organizations (OPOs) across the United States had conversion rates (percentage of medically eligible individuals
who became donors in their service area) ranging from
34% to 78%.68 The panel quickly realized that getting
lower performing OPOs to adopt the best practices
of the higher performing OPOs—getting them to, say,
an average 75% conversion rate—would substantially
address transplant needs for all major organs other
than kidneys. Several factors were identified as contributing to variations in conversion rates: differences in
how doctors and nurses approach families of potential donors about donation (family wishes are usually
honored); timely communication and coordination
between the hospitals where the potential donors
are treated, the OPOs, and the transplant centers;
the degree of testing of the donors before organs are
accepted for transplant; and the speed with which
transplant surgeons and their patients decide to accept
an offered organ. Such factors, it turned out, provided
better opportunities for increasing the number of
transplanted organs each year. Because almost all of
the identified factors involve behavioral issues, they
provided new opportunities for behavioral interventions. Indeed, since the publication of the resulting
National Academy of Sciences report, the average OPO
conversion rate increased from 57% in 2004 to 73% in
2012.70
The main lesson here is that one cannot assume
that even rigorously tested behavioral scientific
results will work as well outside of the laboratory or
in new contexts. Hidden factors in the new applied
context may blunt or reverse the effects of even the
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most robust behavioral patterns that have been found
in other contexts (in the Virginia case, perhaps the
uniquely emotional and moral nature of organ donation
decisions made the forced choice regime seem coercive). Thus, behavioral science applications urgently
require proofs of concept through new field tests
where possible. Moreover, institutional constraints and
contextual factors may render a particular behavioral
insight less practical or less important than previously
supposed, but they may also suggest new opportunities
for application of behavioral insights.
A second important reason for field tests is to calibrate scientific insights to the domain of application.
For instance, Sheena Iyengar and Mark Lepper famously
documented choice overload, in which too many
options can be debilitating. In their study, they found
that customers of an upscale grocery store were much
more likely to taste a sample of jam when a display
table had 24 varieties available for sampling than when
it had six varieties, but the customers were nevertheless
much less likely to actually make a purchase from the
24-jam set.71 Although findings such as this suggest that
providing consumers with too many options can be
counterproductive, increasing the number of options
generally will provide consumers with a more attractive
best option. The ideal number of options undoubtedly
varies from context to context,72 and prior research
does not yet make predictions precise enough to be
useful to policymakers. Field tests can therefore help
behavioral scientists establish more specific recommendations that will likely have greater traction with
policymakers.

Communicating Insights
Although a vast reservoir of useful behavioral science

Figure 3. A problem-driven approach
to behavioral policy
1. Identify timely problem.
2. Study context and history.
3. Apply scientifically grounded insights.
4. Test in relevant context.
5. Quantify impact and scalability.
6. Communicate simply and clearly.
7. Engage with policymakers on implementation.
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waits to be repurposed for specific applications, the
kind of research required to accomplish this goal is
typically not valued by high-profile academic journals.
Most behavioral scientists working in universities and
research institutes are under pressure to publish in top
disciplinary journals that tend to require significant
theoretical or methodological advances, often requiring
authors to provide ample evidence of underlying
causes of behavior. Many of these publications do not
reward field research of naturally occurring behavior,73
encourage no more than a perfunctory focus on practical implications of research, and usually serve a single
behavioral discipline. There is therefore an urgent need
for new high-profile outlets that publish thoughtful
and rigorous applications of a wide range of behavioral
sciences—and especially field tests of behavioral principles—to increase the supply of behavioral insights that
are ready to be acted on.
On the demand side, although policymakers increasingly are open to rigorous and actionable behavioral
insights, they do not see much research in a form
that they can use. Traditional scientific journals that
publish policy-relevant work tend to be written for
experts, with all the technical details, jargon, and
lengthy descriptions that experts expect but busy policymakers and practitioners cannot decipher easily.
In addition, this work often comes across as naive to
people creating and administering policy. Thus, new
publications are needed that not only guarantee the
disciplinary and methodological rigor of research but
also deliver reality checks for scientists by incorporating
policy professionals into the review process. Moreover,
articles should be written in a clear and compelling way
that is accessible to nonexpert readers. Only then will a
large number of practitioners be interested in applying
this work.

Summing Up
In this article, we have observed that although
insights from behavioral science are beginning to influence policy and practice, there remains a stubborn
divide in which most behavioral scientists working in
universities and research institutions fail to have much
impact on policymakers. Taking stock of the success
of economists and enterprising behavioral scientists,
we argue for a problem-driven approach to behavioral policy research that we summarize in Figure
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3. We hasten to add that a problem-driven approach
to behavioral policy research can also inspire development of new behavioral theories. It is worth noting
that the original theoretical research on stimulus–
response compatibility, mentioned above in connection with the butterfly ballot, actually originated from
applied problems faced by human-factors engineers in
designing military-related systems in World War II.74 The
bridge between behavioral science and policy runs in
both directions.
The success of public and private policies critically
depends on the behavior of individuals, groups, and
organizations. It should be natural that governments,
businesses, and nonprofits apply the best available
behavioral science when crafting policies. Almost a
half century ago, social scientist Donald Campbell
advanced his vision for an “experimenting society,” in
which public and private policy would be improved
through experimentation and collaboration with social
scientists.75 It was impossible then to know how long it
would take to build such a bridge between behavioral
science and policy or if the bridge would succeed in
carrying much traffic. Today, we are encouraged by
both the increasing supply of rigorous and applicable
behavioral science research and the increasing interest
among policymakers and practitioners in actionable
insights from this work. Both the infrastructure to test
new behavioral policy insights in natural environments
and the will to implement them are growing rapidly.
To realize the vast potential of behavioral science
to enhance policy, researchers and policymakers
must meet in the middle, with behavioral researchers
consulting practitioners in development of problem-driven research and with practitioners consulting
researchers in the careful implementation of behavioral
insights.
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Intuition is not evidence:
Prescriptions for behavioral
interventions from social
psychology
Timothy D. Wilson & Lindsay P. Juarez

abstract.

Many behavioral interventions are widely

implemented before being adequately tested because
they meet a commonsense criterion. Unfortunately,
once these interventions are evaluated with randomized
controlled trials (RCTs), many have been found to be
ineffective or even to cause harm. Social psychologists
take a different approach, using theories developed in
the laboratory to design small-scale interventions that
address a wide variety of behavioral and educational
problems. Many of these interventions, tested with RCTs,
have had large positive effects. The advantages of this
approach are discussed, as are conditions necessary for
scaling up any intervention to larger populations.

Does anyone know if there’s a scared straight
program in Eagle Pass? My son is a total screw up
and if he don’t straighten out he’s going to end up
in jail or die from using drugs. Anyone please help!
—Upset dad, Houston, TX1
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I

t is no surprise that a concerned parent would want to
enroll his or her misbehaving teenager in a so-called
scared straight program. This type of dramatic intervention places at-risk youths in prisons where hardened
inmates harangue them in an attempt to shock them
out of a life of crime. An Academy Award–winning
documentary film and a current television series on
the A&E network celebrate this approach, adding to
its popular appeal. It just makes sense: A parent might
not be able to convince a wayward teen that his or her
choices will have real consequences, but surely a prisoner serving a life sentence could. Who has more credibility than an inmate who experiences the horrors of
prison on a daily basis? What harm could it do?
As it happens, a lot of harm. Scared straight
programs not only don’t work, they increase the
likelihood that teenagers will commit crimes. Seven
well-controlled studies that randomly assigned at-risk
teens to participate in a scared straight program or a
control group found that the kids who took part were,
on average, 13% more likely to commit crimes in the
following months.2 Why scared straight programs
increase criminal activity is not entirely clear. One
possibility is that bringing at-risk kids together subjects
them to negative peer influences;3 another is that going
to extreme lengths to convince kids to avoid criminal
behavior conveys that there must be something attractive about those behaviors.4 Whatever the reason, the
data are clear: Scared straight programs increase criminal activity.

“Do No Harm”
The harmful effects of scared straight programs have
been well documented, and many (although not all)
states have eliminated such programs as a result. Unfortunately, this is but one example of a commonsense
behavioral intervention that proved to be iatrogenic,
a treatment that induces harm rather than healing.5
Other examples include the Cambridge-Somerville
Youth Study, a program designed to prevent at-risk
youth from engaging in delinquent behaviors;6 critical
incident stress debriefing, an intervention designed
to prevent posttraumatic stress in people who have
experienced severe traumas; Dollar-a-Day programs, in
Wilson, T. D., & Juarez, L. P. (2015). Intuition is not evidence: Prescriptions for behavioral interventions from social psychology. Behavioral
Science & Policy, 1(1), pp. 13–20.
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which teen mothers receive money for each day they
are not pregnant; and some diversity training programs
(see reference 4 for a review of the evidence of these
and other ineffective programs). At best, millions of
dollars have been wasted on programs that have no
effect. At worst, real harm has been done to thousands
of unsuspecting people. For example, an estimated
6,500 teens in New Jersey alone have been induced to
commit crimes as a result of a scared straight program.4
Also, boys who were randomly assigned to take part
in the Cambridge-Somerville Youth Study committed
significantly more crimes and died an average of five
years sooner than did boys assigned to the control
group.6
Still another danger of these fiascos is that policymakers could lose faith in the abilities of social
psychologists, whom they might assume helped
create ineffective programs. “If that’s the best they
can do,” a policymaker might conclude, “then the
heck with them—let’s turn it back over to the economists.” To be fair, the aforementioned failures were
designed and implemented not by research psychologists but by well-meaning practitioners who based
their interventions on intuition and common sense.
But common sense alone does not always translate to
effective policy.
Psychological science does have tools needed to
guide policymakers in this arena. For example, the field
of social psychology, which involves the study of individuals’ thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in a social
context, can help policymakers address many important
issues, including preventing child abuse, increasing
voter turnout, and boosting educational achievement.
This approach involves translating social psychological principles into real-world interventions and
testing those interventions rigorously with small-scale
randomized controlled trials (RCTs). As interventions
are scaled up, they are tested experimentally to see
when, where, and how they work. This approach, which
has gathered considerable steam in recent years, has
had some dramatic successes. Our goal here is to highlight the advantages and limits of this approach.

Social Psychological Interventions
Since its inception in the 1950s, the field of social
psychology has investigated how social influence
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shapes human behavior and thought, primarily with
the use of laboratory experiments. By examining
people’s behavior under carefully controlled conditions,
social psychologists have learned a great deal about
social cognition and social behavior. One of the most
enduring lessons is the power of construals, the subjective ways individuals perceive and interpret the world
around them. These subjective views often influence
behavior more than objective facts do.7–11 Hundreds of
laboratory experiments, mostly with college student
participants, have demonstrated the importance of this
basic point, showing that people’s behavior stems from
their construals. Further, these construals sometimes
go wrong, such that people adopt negative or pessimistic views that lead to maladaptive behaviors.
For example, Carol Dweck’s studies of mindsets
with elementary school, secondary school, and college
students show that academic success often depends
as much on people’s theories about intelligence as on
their actual intelligence.12 People who view intelligence
as a fixed trait are at a disadvantage, especially when
they encounter obstacles. Poor grades can send them
into a spiral of academic failure because they interpret
those grades as a sign that they are not as smart as they
thought they were, and so what is the point of trying?
People who view intelligence as a set of skills that
improves with practice often do better because they
interpret setbacks as an indication that they need to
try harder or seek help from others. By adopting these
strategies, they do better.
Significantly, social psychologists have also found
that construals can be changed, often with surprisingly
subtle techniques, which we call story-editing interventions.4 Increasingly, researchers are taking these
principles out of the laboratory and transforming them
into interventions to address a number of real-world
problems, often with remarkable success.4,13,14 Social
scientists have long been concerned with addressing
societal problems, of course, but the social psychological approach is distinctive in these ways:
• The interventions are based on social psychological theory: Rather than relying on common sense,
social psychologists have developed interventions
based on theoretical principles honed in decades
of laboratory research. This has many advantages,
not the least of which is that it has produced
counterintuitive approaches that never otherwise

would have been thought to work.15
• Focus is on changing construals: As noted,
chief among these theoretical principles is that
changing people’s construals regarding themselves and their social world can have cascading
effects that result in long-term changes in
behavior.
• The interventions start small and are tested with
rigor: Social psychologists begin by testing interventions in specific real-world contexts with
tightly controlled experimental designs (RCTs),
allowing for confident causal inference about the
effects of the interventions. That is, rather than
beginning by applying an intervention to large
populations, they first test the intervention on a
smaller scale to see if it works.

Editing Success Stories
The social psychological approach has been particularly successful in boosting academic achievement
by helping students stay in school and improve their
grades. In one study, researchers looked at whether a
story-editing intervention could help first-year college
students who were struggling academically. Often such
students blame themselves, thinking that maybe they
are not really “college material,” and can be at risk of
dropping out. These first-year participants were told
that many students do poorly at first but then improve
and were shown a video of third- and fourth-year
students who reported that their grades had improved
over time. Those who received this information
(compared with a randomly assigned control group)
achieved better grades over the next year and were less
likely to drop out of college.16,17 Other interventions,
based on Dweck’s work on growth mindsets, have
improved academic performance in middle school, high
school, and college students by communicating that
intelligence is malleable rather than fixed.18,19
Social psychologists are taking aim at closing the
academic achievement gap by overcoming stereotype threat, the widely observed fact that people are
at risk of confirming negative stereotypes associated
with groups they are associated with, including their
ethnicity. Self-affirmation writing exercises can help.
In one study, middle school students were asked to
write about things they valued, such as their family and
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friends or their faith. For low-performing African American students, this simple intervention produced better
grades over the next two years.20
What about the fact that enrollment in high school
science courses is declining in the United States? A
recent study found that ninth-grade science students
who wrote about the relevance of the science curriculum to their own lives increased their interest in
science and improved their grades. This was especially
true for students who had low expectations about
how they would do in the course.21 Another study
that looked at test-taking anxiety in math and science
courses found that high school and college students
who spent 10 minutes writing about their fears right
before taking an exam improved their performance.22
Education is not the only area to benefit from
story-editing interventions. For example, this technique can dramatically reduce child abuse. Parents who
abuse their children tend to blame the kids, with words
such as “He’s trying to provoke me” or “She’s just being
defiant.” In one set of studies, home visitors helped to
steer parents’ interpretations away from such pejorative
causes and toward more benign interpretations, such
as the possibility that the baby was crying because he
or she was hungry or tired. This simple intervention
reduced child abuse by 85%.23
Story-editing interventions can make for happier
marriages, too. Couples were asked to describe a recent
major disagreement from the point of view of an impartial observer who had their best interests in mind. The
couples who performed this writing exercise reported
higher levels of marital satisfaction than did couples
who did not do the exercise.24
These interventions can also increase voter turnout.
When potential voters in California and New Jersey
were contacted in a telephone survey, those who were
asked how much they wanted to “be a voter” were
more likely to vote than were those who were asked
how much they wanted to “vote.” The first wording led
people to construe voting as a reflection of their selfimage, motivating them to act in ways consistent with
their image of engaged citizens.25 Interventions that
invoke social norms, namely, people’s beliefs about
what others are doing and what others approve of, have
been shown to reduce home energy use26 and reduce
alcohol use on college campuses.27 Simply informing
people about where they stand in relation to what other
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people do and approve of helps them modify their
behavior to conform to that norm.
Although these successful interventions used
different approaches, they shared common features.
Each targeted people’s construals in a particular
area, such as students’ beliefs about why they were
performing poorly academically. They each used a
gentle push instead of a giant shove, with the assumption that this would lead to cascading changes in
behavior over time. That is, rather than attempting to
solve problems with massive, expensive, long-term
programs, they changed people’s construals with
small, cheap, and short-term interventions. Each intervention was tested rigorously with an experimental
design in one specific context, which gave researchers
a good idea of how and why it worked. This is often
not the case with massive “kitchen sink” interventions
such as the Cambridge-Somerville Youth Study, which
combined many treatments into one program. Even
when these programs work, why they create positive
change is not clear.
When we say that interventions should be tested
with small samples, we do not mean underpowered
samples. There is a healthy debate among methodologists as to the proper sample size in psychological research, with some arguing that many studies
are underpowered.28,29 We agree that intervention
researchers should be concerned with statistical power
and choose their sample sizes accordingly. But this can
still be done while starting small, in the sense that an
intervention is tested locally with one sample before
being scaled up to a large population.

Scaling up and the Importance of Context
We do not mean to imply that the social psychological
approach will solve every problem or will work in every
context. Indeed, it would be naive to argue that every
societal issue can be traced to people’s construals—that
it is all in people’s heads—and that the crushing impact
of societal factors such as poverty and racism can be
ignored. Obviously, we should do all that we can to
improve people’s objective environments by addressing
societal problems.
But there is often some latitude in how people interpret even dire situations, and the power of targeting
these construals should be recognized. As an anecdotal
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example, after asserting in a recent book4 that “no one
would argue that the cure for homelessness is to get
homeless people to interpret their problem differently,”
one of us received an e-mail from a formerly homeless
person, Becky Blanton. Ms. Blanton wrote,
In 2006 I was living in the back of a 1975
Chevy van with a Rottweiler and a house
cat in a Walmart Parking lot. Three years
later, in 2009, I was the guest of Daniel Pink
and was speaking at TED Global at Oxford
University in the UK. . . . It was reframing
and redirecting that got me off the streets.
. . . Certainly having some benefits, financial, emotional, family, skill etc. matters, but
where does the DRIVE to overcome come
from?
As Ms. Blanton has described it, her drive came from
learning that the late Tim Russert, who hosted NBC’s
Meet the Press, used an essay she wrote in his book
about fathers. The news convinced her that she was
a skilled writer despite her circumstances. Although
there is a pressing need to improve people’s objective circumstances, Ms. Blanton’s e-mail is a poignant
reminder that even for people in dire circumstances,
construals matter.
And yet helping people change in positive ways by
reshaping their construals can be complicated. It is vital
to understand the interplay between people’s construals
and their environments. Social psychologists start small
because they are keenly aware that the success of their
interventions is often tied to the particular setting in
which they are developed. As a result, interventions
depend not only on changing people’s construals but
also on variables in their environments that support and
nurture positive changes. These moderator variables
are often unknown, and there is no guarantee that an
intervention that worked in one setting, for example,
a supportive school, will be as effective in another
setting, such as a school with indifferent teachers. For
example, consider the study20 that found that African
American middle school students earned better grades
after writing essays about what they personally valued.
This study took place in a supportive middle school with
responsive teachers, and the same intervention might
prove to be useless in an overcrowded school with a less

supportive climate.
At this point, policymakers might again throw up
their hands and say, “Are you saying that just because
an intervention works in one school or community
means that I can’t use it elsewhere? Of what use are
these studies to me if I can’t implement their findings
in other settings?” This is an excellent question to
which we suggest two answers. First, we hope it is clear
why it is dangerous to start big by applying a program
broadly without testing it or understanding when and
how it works. Doing so has led to massive failures that
damaged people’s lives, such as in the case of scared
straight programs. Second, even if it is not certain
that the findings from one study will generalize to a
different setting, they provide a place to start. The key
is to continue to test interventions as they are scaled
up to new settings, with randomly assigned control
groups, rather than assuming that they will work everywhere. That is the way to discover both how to effectively generalize an intervention and which variables
moderate its success. In short, policymakers should
partner with researchers who embrace the motto “Our
work is never done” when it comes to testing and
refining interventions (see references 30 and 31 for
excellent discussion of the issues with scaling up).
There are exciting efforts in this direction. For
example, researchers at Stanford University have developed a website that can be used to test self-affirmation
and mindset interventions in any school or university
in the United States (http://www.perts.net). Students
sign on to the website at individual computers and
are randomly assigned to receive treatment or control
interventions; the schools agree to give the researchers
anonymized data on the students’ subsequent
academic performance. Thousands of high school and
college students have participated in studies through
this website, and as a result, several effective ways of
improving student performance have been discovered.19
Unfortunately, these lessons about continuing to
test interventions when scaling up have not been
learned in all quarters. Consider the Comprehensive
Soldier Fitness program (now known as CSF2). After
years of multiple deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. troops have been experiencing record
numbers of suicides, members succumbing to alcohol
and drug abuse, and cases of posttraumatic stress
disorder, among other signs of psychological stress. In
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response, the U.S. Army rolled out a program intended
to increase psychological resilience in soldiers and
their families.32 Unfortunately, the program was implemented as a mandatory program for all troops, with
no control groups. The positive psychology studies
on which the intervention was based were conducted
with college students and school children. It is quite
a leap to assume that the intervention would operate
in the same way in a quite different population that
has experienced much more severe life stressors, such
as combat. By failing to include a randomly assigned
control group, the U.S. Army and the researchers
involved in this project missed a golden opportunity
to find out whether the intervention works in this
important setting, has no effect, or does harm.33–35
It is tempting when faced with an urgent large-scale
need to forgo the approach we recommend here. Some
rightly argue that millions of people are suffering every
day from hunger, homelessness, and discrimination and
they need to be helped today, not after academics in
ivory towers conduct lengthy studies. We sympathize
with this point of view. Many people need immediate
help, and we are certainly not recommending that all
aid be suspended until RCTs are conducted.
In many cases, however, it is possible to intervene
and to test an intervention at the same time. People
could be randomly assigned to different treatments
to see which ones work best, or researchers could
deliver a treatment to a relatively large group of people
while designating a smaller, randomly chosen group of
people to a no-treatment control condition.
This raises obvious ethical issues: Do we as
researchers have the right to withhold treatment from
some people on the basis of a coin toss? This is unethical only if we know for sure that the treatment is effective. One could make an equally compelling argument
that it is unethical to deliver a treatment that has not
been evaluated and might do more harm than good (for
example, scared straight programs). Ethicists have no
problem with withholding experimental treatments in
the medical domain; it is standard practice to test a new
cancer treatment, for example, by randomly assigning
some patients to get it and others to a control group
that does not. There is no reason to have different
standards with behavioral treatments that have
unknown effects.
One way to maintain research protocols while
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serving as many people as possible is to use a wait-list
design. Imagine, for example, that a new after-school
mentoring and tutoring program has been developed
to help teens at risk of dropping out of school. Suppose
further that there are 400 students in the school
district who are eligible for the program but that there
is funding to accommodate only 200. Many administrators would solve this by picking the 200 neediest
kids. A better approach would be to randomly assign
half to the program and the other half to a wait list and
track the academic achievement of both groups.36 If
the program works—if those in the program do better
than those on the wait list—then the program can be
expanded to include the others. If the program doesn’t
work, then a valuable lesson has been learned, and its
designers can try something new.
Some may argue that the gold standard of scientific
tests of interventions—an RCT—is not always workable
in the field. Educators designing a new charter school,
for example, might find it difficult to randomly assign
students to attend the school. Our sense, however,
is that researchers and policymakers often give up
too readily and that, with persistence and cleverness,
experiments often can be conducted. In the case in
which a school system uses a lottery to assign students
to charter schools, researchers can compare the
enrolled students with those who lost the lottery.37,38
Another example of creativity in designating control
groups in the field comes from studies designed to test
whether radio soap operas could alleviate prejudice
and conflict in Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of
the Congo. The researchers created control groups by
broadcasting the programs to randomly chosen areas
of the countries or randomly chosen villages.39,40
There is no denying that many RCTs can be difficult,
expensive, and time-consuming. But the costs of not
vetting interventions with experimental tests must be
considered, including the millions of dollars wasted on
ineffective programs and the human cost of doing more
harm than good. Understanding the importance of
testing interventions with RCTs and then continuing to
test their effectiveness when scaling up will, we hope,
produce more discerning consumers and, crucially,
more effective policymakers.

Recommendations for Policymakers
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We close with a simple recommendation for increased
partnerships between social psychological researchers
and policymakers. Many social psychologists are keen
on testing their theoretical ideas in real-world settings,
but because there are practical barriers to gaining the
trust and cooperation of practitioners, they often lack
entry into those settings. Further, because they were
trained in the ivory tower, social psychologists may lack
a full understanding of the nuances of applied problems and the difficulties practitioners face in addressing
them. Each would benefit greatly from the expertise of
the other. We hope that practitioners and policymakers
will come to appreciate the power and potential of the
social psychological approach and be open to collaborations with researchers who bring to the table theoretical expertise and methodological rigor. Together,
they can form a powerful team with the potential to
make giant strides in solving a broad range of social and
behavioral problems.
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Review

Small behavioral science–informed changes
can produce large policy-relevant effects
Robert B. Cialdini, Steve J. Martin, & Noah J. Goldstein

abstract. Policymakers traditionally have relied upon education, economic
incentives, and legal sanctions to influence behavior and effect change
for the public good. But recent research in the behavioral sciences points
to an exciting new approach that is highly effective and cost-efficient. By
leveraging one or more of three simple yet powerful human motivations,
small changes in reframing motivational context can lead to significant and
policy-relevant changes in behaviors.

T

here is a story the late Lord Grade of Elstree often
told about a young man who once entered his
office seeking employ. Puffing on his fifth Havana of the
morning, the British television impresario stared intently
at the applicant for a few minutes before picking up
a large jug of water and placing it on the desk that
divided them. “Young man, I have been told that you are
quite the persuader. So, sell me that jug of water.”
Undaunted, the man rose from his chair, reached for
the overflowing wastepaper basket beside Lord Grade’s
desk, and placed it next to the jug of water. He calmly lit
a match, dropped it into the basket of discarded papers,
and waited for the flames to build to an impressive (and
no doubt anxiety-raising) level. He then turned to his
potential employer and asked, “How much will you give
me for this jug of water?”
The story is not only entertaining. It is also instructive, particularly for policymakers and public officials,
whose success depends on influencing and changing
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behaviors. To make the sale, the young man persuaded
his prospective employer not by changing a specific
feature of the jug or by introducing a monetary incentive but by changing the psychological environment in
which the jug of water was viewed. It was this shift in
motivational context that caused Lord Grade’s desire to
purchase the jug of water to mushroom, rather like the
flames spewing from the basket.

Small Shifts in Motivational Context
Traditionally, policymakers and leaders have relied upon
education, economic incentives, and legal sanctions
to influence behavior and effect change for the public
good. Today, they have at hand a number of relatively
new tools, developed and tested by behavioral scientists. For example, researchers have demonstrated
the power of appeals to strong emotions such as fear,
disgust, and sadness.1–3 Likewise, behavioral scientists
now know how to harness the enormous power of
defaults, in which people are automatically included
in a program unless they opt out. For example, simply
setting participation as the default can increase the
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number of people who become organ donors or the
amount of money saved for retirement.4–6
In this review, we focus on another set of potent
tools for policymakers that leverage certain fundamental human motivations: the desires to make accurate decisions, to affiliate with and gain the approval
of others, and to see oneself in a positive light.7,8
We look at these three fundamental motivations in
particular because they underlie a large portion of
the approaches, strategies, and tactics that have been
scientifically demonstrated to change behaviors.
Because these motivations are so deeply ingrained,
policymakers can trigger them easily, often through
small, costless changes in appeals.
As a team of behavioral scientists who study both
the theory and the practice of persuasion-driven
change,9,10 we have been fascinated by how breathtakingly slight the changes in a message can be to engage
one of these basic motivations and generate big behavioral effects. Equally remarkable to us is how people
can be largely unaware about the extent to which these
basic motivations affect their choices. For example,
in one set of studies,11 homeowners were asked how
much four different potential reasons for conserving
energy would motivate them to reduce their own
overall home energy consumption: Conserving
energy helps the environment, conserving energy
protects future generations, conserving energy saves
you money, or many of your neighbors are already
conserving energy. The homeowners resoundingly
rated the last of these reasons—the actions of their
neighbors—as having the least influence on their own
behavior. Yet when the homeowners later received
one of these four messages urging them to conserve
energy, only the one describing neighbors’ conservation efforts significantly reduced power usage. Thus,
a small shift in messaging to activate the motive of
aligning one’s conduct with that of one’s peers had a
potent but underappreciated impact. The message that
most people reported would have the greatest motivational effect on them to conserve energy—conserving
energy helps the environment—had hardly any effect
at all.
Policymakers have two additional reasons to use
small shifts in persuasive messaging beyond the
outsized effects from some small changes. First,
such shifts are likely to be cost-effective. Very often,
they require only slight changes in the wording of an
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appeal. No additional program resources, procedures,
or personnel are needed. Second, precisely because
the adjustments are small, they are more likely to
be embraced by program staff and implemented as
planned.

Accuracy Motivation
The first motivation we examine is what we call the
accuracy motivation. Put simply, people are motivated
to be accurate in their perceptions, decisions, and
behaviors.7,12–15 To respond correctly (and therefore
advantageously) to opportunities and potential threats
in their environments, people must have an accurate
perception of reality. Otherwise, they risk wasting their
time, effort, or other important resources.
The accuracy motivation is perhaps most psychologically prominent in times of uncertainty, when individuals are struggling to understand the context, make
the right decision, and travel down the best behavioral
path.16,17 Much research has documented the potent
force of social proof 18—the idea that if many similar
others are acting or have been acting in a particular
way within a situation, it is likely to represent a good
choice.19–21
Indeed, not only humans are influenced by the pulling
power of the crowd. So fundamental is the tendency
to do what others are doing that even organisms with
little to no brain cortex are subject to its force. Birds
flock, cattle herd, fish school, and social insects swarm—
behaviors that produce both individual and collective
benefits.22
How might a policymaker leverage such a potent
influence? One example comes from the United
Kingdom. Like tax collectors in a lot of countries, Her
Majesty’s Revenue & Customs (HMRC) had a problem:
Too many citizens weren’t submitting their tax returns
and paying what they owed on time. Over the years,
officials at HMRC created a variety of letters and
communications targeted at late payers. The majority of
these approaches focused on traditional consequence-
based inducements such as interest charges, late
penalties, and the threat of legal action for those
who failed to pay on time. For some, the traditional
approaches worked well, but for many others, they
did not. So, in early 2009, in consultation with Steve
J. Martin, one of the present authors, HMRC piloted
an alternative approach that was strikingly subtle. A
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single extra sentence was added to the standard letters,
truthfully stating the large number of UK citizens (the
vast majority) who do pay their taxes on time. This one
sentence communicated what similar others believe to
be the correct course of action.
This small change was remarkable not only for its
simplicity but also for the big difference it made in
response rates. For the segment of outstanding debt
that was the focus of the initial pilot, the new letters
resulted in the collection of £560 million out of £650
million owed, representing a clearance rate of 86%. To
put this into perspective, in the previous year, HMRC
had collected £290 million of a possible £510 million—a
clearance rate of just 57%.23
Because the behavior of the British taxpayers was
completely private, this suggests the change was
induced through what social psychologists call informational influence, rather than a concern about gaining
the approval of their friends, neighbors, and peers. We
contend that the addition of a social proof message to
the tax letters triggered the fundamental motivation
to make the “correct” choice. That is, in the context of
a busy, information-overloaded life, doing what most
others are doing can be a highly efficient shortcut to a
good decision, whether that decision concerns which
movie to watch; what restaurant to frequent; or, in the
case of the UK’s HMRC, whether or when to pay one’s
taxes.
Peer opinions and behaviors are not the only
powerful levers of social influence. When uncertainty
or ambiguity makes choosing accurately more difficult,
individuals look to the guidance of experts, whom they
see as more knowledgeable.24–26 Policymakers, therefore, should aim to establish their own expertise—and/
or the credibility of the experts they cite—in their influence campaigns. A number of strategies can be used
to enhance one’s expert standing. Using third parties
to present one’s credentials has proven effective in
elevating one’s perceived worth without creating the
appearance of self-aggrandizement that undermines
one’s public image.27 When it comes to establishing the
credibility of cited experts, policymakers can do so by
using a version of social proof: Audiences are powerfully influenced by the combined judgments of multiple
experts, much more so than by the judgment of a single
authority.28 The implication for policymakers: Marshall
the support of multiple experts, as they lend credibility
to one another, advancing your case more forcefully in

the process.
Another subtle way that communicators can establish their credibility is to use specific rather than round
numbers in their proposals. Mason, Lee, Wiley, and
Ames examined this idea in the context of negotiations.29 They found that in a variety of types of negotiations, first offers that used precise-sounding numbers
such as $1,865 or $2,135 were more effective than
those that used round numbers like $2,000. A precise
number conveys the message that the parties involved
have carefully researched the situation and therefore
have very good data to support that number. The policy
implications of this phenomenon are clear. Anyone
engaged in a budget negotiation should avoid using
round estimates in favor of precise numbers that reflect
actual needs—for example, “We believe that an expenditure of $12.03 million will be necessary.” Not only do
such offers appear more authoritative, they are more
likely to soften any counteroffers in response.29

Affiliation and Approval
Humans are fundamentally motivated to create and
maintain positive social relationships.30 Affiliating with
others helps fulfill two other powerful motivations:
Others afford a basis for social comparison so that an
individual can make an accurate assessment of the
self,31 and they provide opportunities to experience a
sense of self-esteem and self-worth.32 Social psychologists have demonstrated that the need to affiliate
with others is so powerful that even seemingly trivial
similarities among individuals can create meaningful
social bonds. Likewise, a lack of shared similarities
can spur competition.33–36 For instance, observers are
more likely to lend their assistance to a person in need
if that person shares a general interest in football with
observers, unless the person in need supports a rival
team.37
Because social relations are so important to human
survival, people are strongly motivated to gain the
approval of others—and, crucially, to avoid the pain
and isolation of being disapproved of or rejected.12,38,39
This desire for social approval—and avoidance of
social disapproval—can manifest itself in a number of
ways. For example, in most cultures, there is a norm
for keeping the environment clean, especially in public
settings. Consequently, people refrain from littering so
as to maximize the social approval and minimize the
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social disapproval associated with such behavior.
What behavioral scientists have found is that minimizing social disapproval can be a stronger motivator
than maximizing social approval. Let us return to the
example of social norms for keeping public spaces
clean. In one study, visitors to a city library found a
handbill on the windshields of their cars when they
returned to the public parking lot. On average, 33% of
this control group tossed the handbill to the ground. A
second group of visitors, while on the way to their cars,
passed a man who disposed of a fast-food restaurant
bag he was carrying by placing it in a trash receptacle;
in these cases, a smaller proportion of these visitors
(26%) subsequently littered with the handbill. Finally,
a third set of visitors passed a man who disapprovingly picked up a fast-food bag from the ground; in
this condition, only 6% of those observers improperly
disposed of the handbill they found on their cars.40
These data suggest that the most effective way to
communicate behavioral norms is to express disapproval of norm breakers.
Furthermore, expressions of social disapproval in
one area can induce desirable behavior beyond the
specifically targeted domain. In one study, pedestrians
walking alone encountered an individual who “accidentally” spilled a bag of oranges on a city sidewalk; 40%
of them stopped to help pick the oranges up. Another
set of pedestrians witnessed an individual who dropped
an empty soft drink can immediately pick it up, thereby
demonstrating normatively approved behavior; when
this set of pedestrians encountered the stranger with
the spilled oranges, 64% stopped to help. In a final
condition, the pedestrians passed an individual who was
sweeping up other people’s litter, this time providing
clear disapproval of socially undesirable behavior.
Under these circumstances, 84% of the pedestrians
subsequently stopped to help with the spilled oranges.
Here is another example of the power of witnessed
social disapproval to promote desired conduct. But in
this instance, observed disapproval of littering led to
greater helping in general.41
This phenomenon has significance for policymakers.
Such findings suggest that programs should go beyond
merely discouraging undesirable actions. Programs that
depict people publically reversing those undesirable
actions can be more effective.
Municipalities could allocate resources for the
formation and/or support of citizens groups that want
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to demonstrate their disapproval of disordered environments by cleaning debris from lakes and beaches, graffiti from buildings, and litter from streets. Moreover, city
governments would be well advised to then publicize
those citizens’ efforts and the manifest disapproval of
disorder they reflect.
Another phenomenon arising from the primal need
for affiliation and approval is the norm of reciprocity.
This norm, which obliges people to repay others for
what they have been given, is one of the strongest and
most pervasive social forces across human cultures.42
The norm of reciprocity tends to operate most reliably
and powerfully in public domains.8 Nonetheless, it is
so deeply ingrained in human society that it directs
behavior in private settings as well43 and can be a
powerful tool for policymakers for influencing others.
Numerous organizations use this technique under
the banner of cause-related marketing. They offer to
donate to causes that people consider important if, in
return, those people will take actions that align with
the organizations’ goals. However, such tit-for-tat
appeals are less effective if they fail to engage the
norm of reciprocity properly.
The optimal activation of the norm requires a
small but crucial adjustment in the sequencing of the
exchange.44 That is, benefits should be provided first in
an unconditional manner, thereby increasing the extent
to which individuals feel socially obligated to return
the favor. For instance, a message promising a monetary donation to an environmental cause if hotel guests
reused their towels (the typical cause-related marketing
strategy) was no more effective than a standard control
message simply requesting that the guests reuse their
towels for the sake of the environment. However,
consistent with the obligating force of reciprocity, a
message that the hotel had already donated on behalf
of its guests significantly increased subsequent towel
reuse. This study has clear implications for governments
and organizations that wish to encourage citizens to
protect the environment: Be the first to contribute to
such campaigns on behalf of those citizens and ask for
congruent behavior after the fact.

To See Oneself Positively
Social psychologists have well documented people’s
desire to think favorably of themselves45–50 and to take
actions that maintain this positive self-view.51,52 One
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central way in which people maintain and enhance their
positive self-concepts is by behaving consistently with
their actions, statements, commitments, beliefs, and
self-ascribed traits.53,54 This powerful motivation can be
harnessed by policymakers and practitioners to address
all sorts of large-scale behavioral challenges. A couple
of studies in the field of health care demonstrate how
to do so.
Health care practitioners such as physicians, dentists,
psychologists, and physical therapists face a common
predicament: People often fail to appear for their
scheduled appointments. Such episodes are more than
an inconvenience; they are costly for practitioners.
Recent research demonstrates how a small and no-cost
change can solve this vexing problem. Usually, when
a patient makes a future appointment after an office
visit, the receptionist writes the appointment’s time and
date on a card and gives it to the patient. A recent study
showed that if receptionists instead asked patients to
fill in the time and date on the card, the subsequent
no-show rate in their health care settings dropped from
an average of 385 missed appointments per month
(12.1%) to 314 missed appointments per month (9.8%).55
Why? One way that people can think of themselves
in a positive light is to stay true to commitments they
personally and actively made.56 Accordingly, the simple
act of committing by writing down the appointment
time and date was the small change that sparked a
measurable difference.
Staying within the important domain of health care,
whenever we consult with health management groups
and ask who in the system is most difficult to influence,
the answer is invariably “physicians.” This can raise
significant challenges, especially when procedural safeguards, such as hand washing before patient examinations, are being ignored.
In a study at a U.S. hospital, researchers varied the
signs next to soap and sanitizing-gel dispensers in
examination rooms.57 One sign (the control condition)
said, “Gel in, Wash out”; it had no effect on handwashing frequency. A second sign raised the possibility
of adverse personal consequences to the practitioners.
It said, “Hand hygiene prevents you from catching
diseases”; it also had no measurable effect. But a third
sign that said, “Hand hygiene prevents patients from
catching diseases,” increased hand washing from
37% to 54%. Reminding doctors of their professional
commitment to their patients appeared to activate

the motivation to be consistent with that commitment. Notice too that this small change did not even
require an active commitment (as in the appointment
no-show study). All that was necessary, with the change
of a single word, was to remind physicians of a strong
commitment they had made at the outset of their
careers.

Potent Policy Tools
How can such small changes in procedure spawn such
significant outcomes in behavior, and how can they
be used to address longstanding policy concerns? It
is useful to think of a triggering or releasing model in
which relatively minor pressure—like pressing a button
or flipping a switch—can launch potent forces that
are stored within a system. In the particular system
of factors that affect social influence, the potent
forces that generate persuasive success often are
associated with the three basic motivations we have
described. Once these stored forces are discharged
by even small triggering events, such as a remarkably
minor messaging shift, they have the power to effect
profound changes in behavior.
Of course, the power of these motivation-triggering
strategies is affected by the context in which people
dwell. For example, strategies that attempt to harness
the motivation for accuracy are likely to be most
effective when people believe the stakes are high,16,58
such as in the choice between presidential candidates.
Approaches that aim to harness the motivation for
affiliation tend to be most effective in situations where
people’s actions are visible to a group that will hold
them accountable,59 such as a vote by show of hands at
a neighborhood association meeting. The motivation
for positive self-regard tends to be especially effective in situations possessing a potential threat to selfworth,51,60 such as in circumstances of financial hardship
brought on by an economic downturn. Therefore, policymakers, communicators, and change agents should
carefully consider the context when choosing which of
the three motivations to leverage.
Finally, it is heartening to recognize that behavioral
science is able to offer guidance on how to significantly improve social outcomes with methods that
are not costly, are entirely ethical, and are empirically
grounded. None of the effective changes described
in this piece had emerged naturally as best practices
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within government tax offices, hotel sustainability
programs, medical offices, or hospital examination
rooms. Partnerships with behavioral science led to the
conception and successful testing of these strategies.
Therefore, the prospect of a larger policymaking role
for such partnerships is exciting.
At the same time, it is reasonable to ask how such
partnerships can be best established and fostered. We
are pleased to note that several national governments—
the United Kingdom, first, but now the United States
and Australia as well—are creating teams designed
to generate and disseminate behavioral science–
grounded evidence regarding wise policymaking
choices. Nonetheless, we think that policymakers
would be well advised to create internal teams as well.
A small cadre of individuals knowledgeable about
current behavioral science thinking and research could
be highly beneficial to an organization. First, they could
serve as an immediately accessible source of behavioral
science–informed advice concerning the unit’s specific
policymaking challenges. Second, they could serve as
a source of new data regarding specific challenges;
that is, they could be called upon to conduct small
studies and collect relevant evidence if that evidence
was not present in the behavioral science literature. We
are convinced that such teams would promote more
vibrant and productive partnerships between behavioral
scientists and policymakers well into the future.
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Essay

Active choosing or default rules?
The policymaker’s dilemma
Cass R. Sunstein

abstract. It is important for people to make good choices about important
matters, such as health insurance or retirement plans. Sometimes it is best
to ask people to make active choices. But in some contexts, people are busy
or aware of their own lack of knowledge, and providing default options is
best for choosers. If people elect not to choose or would do so if allowed,
they should have that alternative. A simple framework, which assesses the
costs of decisions and the costs of errors, can help policymakers decide
whether active choosing or default options are more appropriate.

Consider the following problems:
• Public officials are deciding whether to require
people, as a condition for obtaining a driver’s
license, to choose whether to become organ
donors. The alternatives are to continue with the
existing opt-in system, in which people become
organ donors only if they affirmatively indicate
their consent, or to switch to an opt-out system,
in which consent is presumed.
• A public university is weighing three options: to
enroll people automatically in a health insurance
plan; to make them opt in if they want to enroll;
or, as a condition for starting work, to require
them to indicate whether they want health insurance and, if so, which plan they want.
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• A utility company is deciding which is best: a
“green default,” with a somewhat more expensive
but environmentally favorable energy source, or
a “gray default,” with a somewhat less expensive
but environmentally less favorable energy source.
Or should the utility ask consumers which energy
source they prefer?
• A social media site is deciding whether to adopt a
system of default settings for privacy or to require
first-time users to identify, as a condition for
access, what privacy settings they want. Public
officials are monitoring the decision and are
considering regulatory intervention if the decision
does not serve users’ interests.
In these cases and countless others, policymakers
are evaluating whether to use or promote a default rule,
meaning a rule that establishes what happens if people
do not actively choose a different option. A great deal
of research has shown that for identifiable reasons,
default rules have significant effects on outcomes; they
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tend to “stick” or persist over time.1 For those who prize
freedom of choice, active choosing might seem far
preferable to any kind of default rule.
My goal here is to defend two claims. The first is that
in many contexts, an insistence on active choosing is a
form of paternalism, not an alternative to it. The reason
is that people often choose not to choose, for excellent reasons. In general, policymakers should not force
people to choose when they prefer not to do so (or
would express that preference if asked).
The second claim is that when policymakers decide
between active choosing and a default rule, they should
focus on two factors. The first is the costs of making
decisions. If active choosing is required, are people
forced to incur large costs or small ones? The second is
the costs of errors: Would the number and magnitude
of mistakes be higher or lower with active choosing
than with default rules?
These questions lead to some simple rules of thumb.
When the situation is complex, technical, and unfamiliar, active choosing may impose high costs on
choosers, and they might ultimately err. In such cases,
there is a strong argument for a default rule rather than
for active choosing. But if the area is one that choosers
understand well, if their situations (and needs) are
diverse, and if policymakers lack the means to devise
accurate defaults, then active choosing would be best.
This framework can help orient a wide range of
policy questions. In the future, it may be feasible to
personalize default rules and tailor them to particular
groups or people. This may avoid current problems
associated with both active choosing and defaults
designed for very large groups of people.2

Active Choosing Can Be Paternalistic
With the help of modern technologies, policymakers
are in an unprecedented position to ask people this
question: What do you choose? Whether the issue
involves organ donation, health insurance, retirement plans, energy, privacy, or nearly anything else, it
is simple to pose that question (and, in fact, to do so
repeatedly and in real time, thus allowing people to
signal new tastes and values). Those who reject paternalism and want to allow people more autonomy tend
to favor active choosing. Indeed, there is empirical
evidence that in some contexts, ordinary people will
pay a premium to be able to choose as they wish.3,4

(Compare the related phenomenon of reactance,
which suggests a negative reaction to coercive efforts,
produced in part by the desire to assert autonomy.5) In
other cases, people will pay a premium to be relieved of
that very obligation.
There are several reasons why people might choose
not to choose. They might fear that they will err. They
might not enjoy choosing. They might be too busy.
They might lack sufficient information or bandwidth.6
They might not want to take responsibility for potentially bad outcomes for themselves (and at least indirectly for others).7,8 They might find the underlying
questions confusing, difficult, painful, and troublesome—empirically, morally, or otherwise. They might
anticipate their own regret and seek to avoid it. They
might be keenly aware of their own lack of information
or perhaps even of their own behavioral biases (such as
unrealistic optimism or present bias, understood as an
undue focus on the near term). In the area of retirement
savings or health insurance, many employees might
welcome a default option, especially if they trust the
person or institution selecting the default.
It is true that default rules tend to stick, and some
people distrust them for that reason. The concern is
that people do not change default options out of inertia
(and thus reduce the costs of effort). With an opt-in
design (by which the chooser has to act to participate),
there will be far less participation than with an opt-out
design (by which the chooser has to act to avoid
participation).1 Internet shopping sites often use an
opt-out default for future e-mail correspondence: The
consumer must uncheck a box to avoid being put on a
mailing list. It is well established that social outcomes
are decisively influenced by the choice of default in
areas that include organ donation, retirement savings,
environmental protection, and privacy. Policymakers
who are averse to any kind of paternalism might want
to avoid the appearance of influencing choice and
require active choosing.9
When policymakers promote active choosing on the
ground that it is good for people to choose, they are
acting paternalistically. Choice-requiring paternalism
might appear to be an oxymoron, but it is a form of
paternalism nonetheless.

Respecting Freedom of Choice
Those who favor paternalism tend to focus on the

quality of outcomes.10 They ask, “What promotes
human welfare?” Those who favor libertarianism tend
to focus instead on process. They ask, “Did people
choose for themselves?” Some people think that libertarian paternalism is feasible and seek approaches that
will promote people’s welfare while also preserving
freedom of choice.11 But many committed libertarians
are deeply skeptical of the attempted synthesis: They
want to ensure that people actually choose.9
It is worth distinguishing between the two kinds of
libertarians. For some, freedom of choice is a means.
They believe that such freedom should be preserved,
because choosers usually know what is best for them.
At the very least, choosers know better than outsiders
(especially those outsiders employed by the government) what works in their situation. Those who endorse
this view might be called epistemic libertarians, because
they are motivated by a judgment about who is likely
to have the most knowledge. Other libertarians believe
that freedom of choice is an end in itself. They think
that people have a right to choose even if they will
choose poorly. People who endorse this view might be
called autonomy libertarians.
When people choose not to choose, both types
of libertarians should be in fundamental agreement.
Suppose, for example, that Jones believes that he is
not likely to make a good choice about his retirement
plan and that he would therefore prefer a default
option, chosen by a financial planner. Or suppose
that Smith is exceedingly busy and wants to focus
on her most important or immediate concerns, not
on which health insurance plan or computer privacy
setting best suits her. Epistemic libertarians think that
people are uniquely situated to know what is best for
them. If so, then that very argument should support
respect for people when they freely choose not to
choose. Autonomy libertarians insist that it is important
to respect people’s autonomy. If so, then it is also
important to respect people’s decisions about whether
and when to choose.
If people are required to choose even when they
would prefer not to do so, active choosing becomes a
form of paternalism. If, by contrast, people are asked
whether they want to choose and can opt out of active
choosing (in favor of, say, a default option), active
choosing counts as a form of libertarian paternalism. In
some cases, it is an especially attractive form. A private
or public institution might ask people whether they

want to choose the privacy settings on their computer
or instead rely on the default, or whether they want
to choose their electricity supplier or instead rely on
the default.
With such an approach, people are being asked to
make an active choice between the default and their
own preference: In that sense, their liberty is fully
preserved. Call this simplified active choosing. This
approach has evident appeal, and in the future, it is
likely to prove attractive to a large number of institutions, both public and private.
It is important to acknowledge that choosers’ best
interests may not be served by the choice not to
choose. Perhaps a person lacks important information, which would reveal that the default rule might be
harmful. Or perhaps a person is myopic, being excessively influenced by the short-term costs of choosing
while underestimating the long-term benefits, which
might be very large. A form of present bias might infect
the decision not to choose.
For those who favor freedom of choice, these kinds
of concerns are usually a motivation for providing more
and better information or for some kind of nudge—not
for blocking people’s choices, including their choices
not to choose. In light of people’s occasional tendency
to be overconfident, the choice not to choose might,
in fact, be the best action. That would be an argument
against choice-requiring paternalism. Consider in this
regard behavioral evidence that people spend too
much time pursuing precisely the right choice. In many
situations, people underestimate the temporal costs
of choosing and exaggerate the benefits, producing
“systematic mistakes in predicting the effect of having
more, vs. less, choice freedom on task performance and
task-induced affect.”12
If people prefer not to choose, they might favor
either an opt-in or an opt-out design. In the context
of both retirement plans and health insurance, for
example, many people prefer opt-out options on the
grounds that automatic enrollment overcomes inertia
and procrastination and produces sensible outcomes
for most employees. Indeed, the Affordable Care Act
calls for automatic enrollment by large employers,
starting in 2015. For benefits programs that are either
required by law or generally in people’s interests, automatic enrollment has considerable appeal.
In the context of organ donation, by contrast, many
people prefer an opt-in design on moral grounds,
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even though more lives would be saved with opt-out
designs. If you have to opt out to avoid being an organ
donor, maybe you’ll stay in the system and not bother
to opt out, even if you do not really want to be an organ
donor. That might seem objectionable. As the experience in several states suggests, a system of active
choosing can avoid the moral objections to the opt-out
design while also saving significant numbers of lives.
Are people genuinely bothered by the existence of
default rules, or would they be bothered if they were
made aware that such rules had been chosen for them?
A full answer is not available for this question: The
setting and the level of trust undoubtedly matter. In the
context of end-of-life care, when it is disclosed that a
default rule is in place, there is essentially no effect on
what people do. (Editor’s note: See the article “Warning:
You Are about to Be Nudged” in this issue.) This finding
suggests that people may not be uncomfortable with
defaults, even when they are made aware that choice
architects have selected them to influence outcomes.13
More research on this question is highly desirable.

Weighing Decision Costs and Error Costs
The choice between active choosing and default
rules cannot be made in the abstract. If welfare is the
guide, policymakers need to investigate two factors:
the costs of decisions and the costs of errors. In some
cases, active choosing imposes high costs, because it is
time-consuming and difficult to choose. For example,
it can be hard to select the right health insurance plan
or the right retirement plan. In other cases, the decision is relatively easy, and the associated costs are
low. For most people, it is easy, to choose among ice
cream flavors. Sometimes people actually enjoy making
decisions, in which case decision costs turn out to
be benefits.
The available information plays a role here as well. In
some cases, active choosing reduces the number and
magnitude of errors, because choosers have far better
information about what is good for them than policymakers do. Ice cream choices are one example; choices
among books and movies are another. In other cases,
active choosing can increase the number and magnitude of errors, because policymakers have more relevant information than choosers do. Health insurance
plans might well be an example.
With these points in mind, two propositions are clear,
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and they can help orient this inquiry in diverse settings.
First, policymakers should prefer default rules to active
choosing when the context is confusing and unfamiliar; when people would prefer not to choose; and
when the population is diverse with respect to wants,
values, and needs. The last point is especially important.
Suppose that with respect to some benefit, such as
retirement plans, one size fits all or most, in the sense
that it promotes the welfare of a large percentage of
the affected population. If so, active choosing might be
unhelpful or unnecessary.
Second, policymakers should generally prefer active
choosing to default rules when choice architects lack
relevant information, when the context is familiar,
when people would actually prefer to choose (and
hence choosing is a benefit rather than a cost), when
learning matters, and when there is relevant heterogeneity. Suppose, for example, that with respect to
health insurance, people’s situations are highly diverse
with regard to age, preexisting conditions, and risks
for future illness, so any default rule will be ill suited
to most or many. If so, there is a strong argument for
active choosing.
To be sure, the development of personalized default
rules, designed to fit individual circumstances, might
solve or reduce the problems posed by heterogeneity.14,15 As data accumulate about what informed
people choose or even about what particular individuals choose, it will become more feasible to devise
default rules that fit diverse situations. With retirement
plans, for example, demographic information is now
used to produce different initial allocations, and travel
websites are able to incorporate information about past
choices to select personalized defaults (and thus offer
advice on future destinations).2,14 For policymakers, the
rise of personalization promises to reduce the costs
of uniform defaults and to reduce the need for active
choosing. At the same time, however, personalization
also raises serious questions about both feasibility and
privacy.
A further point is that active choosing has the advantage of promoting learning and thus the development
of preferences and values. In some cases, policymakers
might know that a certain outcome is in the interest
of most people. But they might also believe that it is
important for people to learn about underlying issues,
so they can apply what was gained to future choices.
In the context of decisions that involve health and
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retirement, the more understanding people develop,
the more they will be able to choose well for themselves. Those who favor active choosing tend to
emphasize this point and see it as a powerful objection
to default rules. They might be right, but the context
greatly matters. People’s time and attention are limited,
and the question is whether it makes a great deal of
sense to force them to get educated in one area when
they would prefer to focus on others.
Suppose that an investigation into decision and
error costs suggests that a default rule is far better than
active choosing. If so, epistemic libertarians should be
satisfied. Their fundamental question is whether choice
architects know as much as choosers do, and the idea
of error costs puts a spotlight on the question that most
troubles them. If a default rule reduces those costs,
they should not object.
It is true that in thinking about active choosing and
default rules, autonomy libertarians have valid and
distinctive concerns. Because they think that choice
is important in itself, they might insist that people
should be choosing even if they might err. The question is whether their concerns might be alleviated or
even eliminated so long as freedom of choice is fully
preserved by offering a default option. If coercion is
avoided and people are allowed to go their own way,
people’s autonomy is maintained.
In many contexts, the apparent opposition between
active choosing and paternalism is illusory and can
be considered a logical error. The reason is that some
people choose not to choose, or they would do so if
they were asked. If policymakers are overriding that
particular choice, they may well be acting paternalistically. With certain rules of thumb, based largely on the
costs of decisions and the costs of errors, policymakers
can choose among active choosing and default rules in
a way that best serves choosers.
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Finding

Warning: You are about to be
nudged
George Loewenstein, Cindy Bryce, David Hagmann,
& Sachin Rajpal

abstract.

Presenting a default option is known to

influence important decisions. That includes decisions
regarding advance medical directives, documents
people prepare to convey which medical treatments
they favor in the event that they are too ill to make
their wishes clear. Some observers have argued that
defaults are unethical because people are typically
unaware that they are being nudged toward a decision.
We informed people of the presence of default options
before they completed a hypothetical advance directive,
or after, then gave them the opportunity to revise their
decisions. The effect of the defaults persisted, despite
the disclosure, suggesting that their effectiveness may
not depend on deceit. These findings may help address
concerns that behavioral interventions are necessarily
duplicitous or manipulative.
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udging people toward particular decisions by
presenting one option as the default can influence
important life choices. If a form enrolls employees in
retirement savings plans by default unless they opt out,
people are much more likely to contribute to the plan.1
Likewise, making organ donation the default option
rather than just an opt-in choice dramatically increases
rates of donation.2 The same principle holds for other
major decisions, including choices about purchasing
insurance and taking steps to protect personal data.3,4
Decisions about end-of-life medical care are similarly susceptible to the effects of defaults. Two studies
found that default options had powerful effects on the
end-of-life choices of participants preparing hypothetical advance directives. One involved student respondents, and the other involved elderly outpatients.5,6 In
a more recent study, defaults also proved robust when
seriously ill patients completed real advance directives.7
The use of such defaults or other behavioral nudges8
has raised serious ethical concerns, however. The
House of Lords Behaviour Change report produced in
the United Kingdom in 2011 contains one of the most
significant critiques.9 It argued that the “extent to which
an intervention is covert” should be one of the main
criteria for judging if a nudge is defensible. The report
considered two ways to disclose default interventions:
directly or by ensuring that a perceptive person could
discern a nudge is in play. While acknowledging that
the former would be preferable from a purely ethical
perspective, the report concluded that the latter should
be adequate, “especially as this fuller sort of transparency might limit the effectiveness of the intervention.”
Philosopher Luc Bovens in “The Ethics of Nudge”
noted that default options “typically work best in
the dark.”10 Bovens observed the lack of disclosure
in a study in which healthy foods were introduced
at a school cafeteria with no explanation, prompting
students to eat fewer unhealthy foods. The same lack
of transparency existed during the rollout of the Save
More Tomorrow program, which gave workers the
option of precommitting themselves to increase their
savings rate as their income rose in the future. Bovens
noted,
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If we tell students that the order of the food
in the Cafeteria is rearranged for dietary
purposes, then the intervention may be
less successful. If we explain the endowment effect [the tendency for people to
value amenities more when giving them up
than when acquiring them] to employees,
they may be less inclined to Save More
Tomorrow.
When we embarked on our research into the impact
of disclosing nudges, we understood that alerting
people about defaults could make them feel that they
were being manipulated. Social psychology research
has found that people tend to resist threats to their
freedom to choose, a phenomenon known as psychological reactance.11 Thus, it is reasonable to think, as
both the House of Lords report and Bovens asserted,
that people would deliberately resist the influence of
defaults (if informed ahead of time, or preinformed)
or try to undo their influence (if told after the fact, or
postinformed). Such a reaction to disclosure might well
reduce or even eliminate the influence of nudges.
But our findings challenge the idea that fuller
transparency substantially harms the effectiveness
of defaults. If what we found is confirmed in broader
contexts, fuller disclosure of a nudge could potentially be achieved with little or no negative impact on
the effectiveness of the intervention. That could have
significant practical applications for policymakers trying
to help people make choices that are in their and society’s long-term interests while disclosing the presence
of nudges.

Testing Effects from Disclosing Defaults
We explored the impact of disclosing nudges in a study
of individual choices on hypothetical advance directives, documents that enable people to express their
preferences for medical treatment for times when
they are near death and too ill to express their wishes.
Participants completed hypothetical advance directives
by stating their overall goals for end-of-life care and
their preferences for specific life-prolonging measures
such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation and feeding
tube insertion. Participants were randomly assigned to
receive a version of an advance directive form on which
the default options favored either prolonging life or

minimizing discomfort. For both defaults, participants
were further randomly assigned to be informed about
the defaults either before or after completing the form.
Next, they were allowed to change their decisions using
forms with no defaults included. The design of the
study enabled us to assess the effects of participants’
awareness of defaults on end-of-life decisionmaking.
We recognize that the hypothetical nature of the
advance directive in our study may raise questions
about how a similar process would play out in the real
world. However, recent research by two of the current
authors and their colleagues examined the impact
of defaults on real advance directives7 and obtained
results similar to prior work on the topic examining
hypothetical choices.5,6 All of these studies found that
the defaults provided on advance directive forms had a
major impact on the final choices reached by respondents. Just as the question of whether defaults could
influence the choices made in advance directives was
initially tested in hypothetical tasks, we test first in a
hypothetical setting whether alerting participants to the
default diminishes its impact.
To examine the effects of disclosing the presence of
defaults, we recruited via e-mail 758 participants (out
of 4,872 people contacted) who were either alumni of
Carnegie Mellon University or New York Times readers
who had consented to be contacted for research.
Respondents were not paid for participating. Although
not a representative sample of the general population,
the 1,027 people who participated included a large
proportion of older individuals for whom the issues
posed by the study are salient. The mean age for both
samples was about 50 years, an age when end-of-life
care tends to become more relevant. (Detailed descriptions of the methods and analysis used in this research
are published online in the Supplemental Material.)
Our sample populations are more educated than the
U.S. population as a whole, which reduces the extent
to which we can generalize the results to the wider
population. However, the study provides information
about whether the decisions of a highly educated and
presumably commensurately deliberative group are
changed by their awareness of being defaulted, that
is, having the default options selected for them should
they not take action to change them. Prior research
has documented larger default effects for individuals of
lower socioeconomic status,1,12 which suggests that the
default effects we observe would likely be larger in a
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less educated population.
Obtaining End-of-Life Preferences Participants
completed an online hypothetical advance directive
form. First, they were asked to indicate their broad
goals for end-of-life care by selecting one of the
following options:
• I want my health care providers and agent to
pursue treatments that help me to live as long as
possible, even if that means I might have more
pain or suffering.
• I want my health care providers and agent to
pursue treatments that help relieve my pain and
suffering, even if that means I might not live as
long.
• I do not want to specify one of the above goals.
My health care providers and agent may direct the
overall goals of my care.
Next, participants expressed their preferences
regarding five specific medical life-prolonging interventions. For each question, participants expressed a preference for pursuing the treatment (the prolong option),
declining it (the comfort option), or leaving the decision
to a family member or other designated person (the
no-choice option). The specific interventions included
the following:
• cardiopulmonary resuscitation, described as
“manual chest compressions performed to restore
blood circulation and breathing”;
• dialysis (kidney filtration by machine);
• feeding tube insertion, described as “devices
used to provide nutrition to patients who cannot
swallow, inserted either through the nose and
esophagus into the stomach or directly into the
stomach through the belly”;
• intensive care unit admission, described as a
“hospital unit that provides specialized equipment,
services, and monitoring for critically ill patients,
such as higher staffing-to-patient ratios and ventilator support”; and
• mechanical ventilator use, described as “machines
that assist spontaneous breathing, often using
either a mask or a breathing tube.”
The advance directive forms that participants
completed randomly defaulted them into either
accepting or rejecting each of the life-prolonging

treatments. Those preinformed about the use of
defaults were told before filling out the form; those
postinformed learned after completing the form.
One reason that defaults can have an effect is that
they are sometimes interpreted as implicit recommendations.2,13–15 This is unlikely in our study, because both
groups were informed that other study participants had
been provided with forms populated with an alternative default. This disclosure also rules out the possibility
that respondents attached different meanings to opting
into or out of the life-extending measures (for example,
donating organs is seen as more altruistic in countries
in which citizens must opt in to donate than in countries in which citizens must opt out of donation)16 or
the possibility that the default would be perceived as a
social norm (that is, a standard of desirable or common
behavior).
After completing the advance directive a first time
(either with or without being informed about the
default at the outset), both groups were then asked to
complete the advance directive again, this time with no
defaults. Responses to this second elicitation provide
a conservative test of the impact of defaults. Defaults
can influence choices if people do not wish to exert
effort or are otherwise unmotivated to change their
responses. Requiring people to complete a second
advance directive substantially reduces marginal
switching costs (that is, the additional effort required to
switch) when compared with a traditional default structure in which people only have to respond if they want
to reject the default. In our two-stage setup, participants have already engaged in the fixed cost (that is,
expended the initial effort) of entering a new response,
so the marginal cost of changing their response should
be lower. The fact that the second advance directive did
not include any defaults means that the only effect we
captured is a carryover from the defaults participants
were given in the first version they completed.
In sum, the experiment required participants to
make a first set of advance directive decisions in which
a default had been indicated and then a second set
of decisions in which no default had been indicated.
Participants were randomly assigned into one of four
groups in which they were either preinformed or postinformed that they had been assigned either a prolong
default or a comfort default for their first choice, as
depicted in Table 1.
The disclosure on defaults for the preinformed group

Table 1. Experimental design
Group 1:
Comfort preinformed

Group 2:
Comfort postinformed

Group 3:
Prolong preinformed

Disclosure
Choice 1
Comfort default

Group 4:
Prolong postinfomed

Disclosure
Choice 1
Comfort default

Choice 1
Prolong default

Choice 1
Prolong default

Disclosure
Choice 2
No default

Disclosure

Choice 2
No default

read as follows:
The specific focus of this research is on
“defaults”—decisions that go into effect if
people don’t take actions to do something
different. Participants in this research project
have been divided into two experimental
groups.
If you have been assigned to one group,
the Advance Directive you complete will have
answers to questions checked that will direct
health care providers to help relieve pain and
suffering even it means not living as long. If
you want to choose different options, you will
be asked to check off a different option and
place your initials beside the different option
you select.
If you have been assigned to the other
group, the Advance Directive you complete
will have answers to questions checked that
will direct health care providers to prolong
your life as much as possible, even if it
means you may experience greater pain and
suffering.
The disclosure for the postinformed group was the same,
except that participants in this group were told that that
they had been defaulted rather than would be defaulted.

Capturing Effects from Disclosing Nudges
A detailed description of the results and our analyses of
those data are available online in this article’s Supplemental Material. Here we summarize our most pertinent
findings, which are presented numerically in Table 2
and depicted visually in Figures 1 and 2.
Participants showed an overwhelming preference

Choice 2
No default

Choice 2
No default

for minimizing discomfort at the end of life rather
than prolonging life, especially for the general directives (see Figure 1). When the question was posed in
general terms, more than 75% of responses reflected
this general goal in all experimental conditions and
both choice stages. By comparison, less than 15% of
responses selected the goal of prolonging life, with
the remaining participants leaving that decision to
someone else.
Preferences for comfort in the general directive
were so fixed that they were not affected by defaults
or disclosure of defaults (that is, choices did not differ
by condition in Figure 1). We note that these results

Figure 1. The impact of defaults on overall
goal for care
Percent choosing each option
100

75

50

25

0

Comfort postinformed
Prolong

Comfort preinformed

No choice

Comfort

Error bars are included to indicate 95% confidence intervals. The bars
display how much variation exists among data from each group. If two
error bars overlap by less than a quarter of their total length (or do not
overlap), the probability that the differences were observed by chance is
less than 5% (i.e., statistical significance at p <.05).
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Table 2. Percentage choosing goal and treatment options by stage, default, and condition
Choice 1

Question

Choice

Overall goal

Average of
5 specific
treatments

Choose comfort
Do not choose
Choose prolong

Choice 2

Comfort default

Prolong default

Comfort default

Prolong default

PrePostinformed informed

PrePostinformed informed

PrePostinformed informed

PrePostinformed informed

81.6%
12.8%
5.6%

81.7%
12.5%
5.8%

80.5%
7.5%
12.0%

78.2%
16.1%
5.6%

76.0%
12.8%
11.2%

Choose comfort

50.7%

Do not choose
Choose prolong

22.4%
26.9%

46.9%

41.2%

30.2%

28.8%
24.2%

20.9%
37.9%

28.2%
41.6%

differ from recent work using real advance directives7
in which defaults had a large impact on participants’
general goals. One possible explanation is that the
highly educated respondents in our study had more
definitive preferences about end-of-life care than did
the less educated population from the earlier article.
Unlike the results for general directives, defaults
for specific treatments, when the participant is only
informed after the fact, are effective (see Figure 2A in
Figure 2). We could observe this after averaging across

76.9%
15.4%
7.7%

79.7%
7.5%
12.8%

79.8%
14.5%
5.6%

53.8%

47.3%

45.4%

36.3%

24.6%
21.6%

30.4%
22.3%

22.1%
32.5%

26.6%
37.1%

the five specific interventions that participants considered: On this combined measure, 46.9% of participants
who were given the comfort default (but not informed
about it in advance) expressed a preference for
comfort. By comparison, only 30.2% of those given the
prolong default (again with no warning about defaults)
expressed a preference for comfort (a difference of 17
percentage points, or 36% [17/46.9]).
The main purpose of the study was to examine the
impact on nudge effectiveness of informing people

Figure 2. The impact of default on responses to specific treatments
Percent choosing each option
100

A. When unaware of default

C. Second choice after
being made aware of default

B. When aware of default

75

50

25

0

Comfort
postinformed

Prolong
postinformed

Comfort
preinformed
Prolong

Prolong
preinformed

No choice

Comfort
postinformed

Prolong
postinformed

Comfort

Error bars are included to indicate 95% confidence intervals. The bars display how much variation exists among data from each group. If two error bars
overlap by less than a quarter of their total length (or do not overlap), the probability that the differences were observed by chance is less than 5% (i.e.,
statistical significance at p <.05).
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that they were being nudged, a question that is best
addressed by analyzing the effects of preinforming
people about directive choices. Figure 2B presents the
impact of the default when people were preinformed.
As can be seen in the figure, preinforming people about
defaults weakened but did not wipe out their effectiveness (see Figure 2B). When participants completed
the advance directive after being informed about the
impact of the defaults, 50.7% of participants given the
comfort default expressed a preference for comfort,
compared with only 41.2% of those given the prolong
life default (a difference of 10 percentage points, or
19%). Although all specific treatment choices were
affected by the default in the predicted direction, the
effect is statistically significant only for a single item
(dialysis) and for the average of all five items (see the
Supplemental Material). Preinforming participants about
the default may have weakened its impact, but did not
eliminate the default’s effect.
Postinforming people that they have been defaulted
and then asking them to choose again in a neutral way,
with no further nudge, produces a substantial default
effect that is not much smaller than the standard
default effect, as seen in Figure 2C. When participants
completed the advance directive a second time (this
time without a default), having been informed after the
fact that they had been defaulted, 47.3% of participants
given the comfort default expressed a preference for
comfort, compared with only 36.3% of those given
the prolong life default (a difference of 11 percentage
points, or 23%). Again, postinforming participants about
the default and allowing them to change their decision
may have weakened its impact, but did not eliminate
the default’s effect.
These results are important because they suggest
that either a preinforming or a postinforming strategy
can be effective in both disclosing the presence of a
nudge and preserving its effectiveness. In addition, the
results provide a conservative estimate of the power of
defaults because all respondents who were informed at
either stage had, by the second stage, been informed
both that they had been randomly selected to be
defaulted and that others had been randomly selected
to receive alternative defaults. In addition, the secondstage advance directives did not include defaults, so any
effect of defaults reflects a carryover effect from the
first-stage choice. (More detailed analysis of our results
and more information listed by specific treatments are

available in the online Supplemental Material.)

Defaults Survive Transparency
Despite extensive research questioning whether
advance directives have the intended effect of
improving quality of end-of-life care,17,18 they continue
to be one of the few and major tools that exist to
promote this goal. Combining advance directives with
default options could steer people toward the types
of comfort options for end-of-life care that many
experts recommend and that many people desire for
themselves. This study suggests such defaults can be
transparently implemented, addressing the concerns of
many ethicists without losing defaults’ effectiveness.
More broadly, our findings demonstrate that default
options are a category of nudges that can have an
effect even when people are aware that they are in
play. Our results are conservative in two ways. First, not
only were respondents informed that they were about
to be or had been defaulted, but they also learned that
other participants received different defaults, thereby
eliminating any implicit recommendation in the default.
Given that the nudge continued to have an impact, we
can only conjecture that the default effect would have
been even more persistent if the warning informed
them that they had been defaulted deliberately to the
choice that policymakers believe is the best option.
Second, our results are conservative in the sense
that the second advance directive that participants
completed contained no defaults, so the effect of the
initial default had to carry over to the second choice.
Our experimental design minimized the added cost of
switching: Regardless of whether they wanted to switch,
respondents had to provide a second set of responses.
Presumably, the impact of the initial default would have
been even stronger if switching had required more
effort for respondents than sticking with their original
response.
What exactly produced the carryover effect remains
uncertain. It is possible, and perhaps most interesting,
that the prior default led respondents to think about
the choice in a different way, specifically in a way that
reinforced the rationality of the default they were
presented with (consistent with reference 16). It is,
however, also possible that the respondents were
mentally lazy and declined to exert effort to reconsider
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their previous decisions.
Although the switching costs in our study design
were small, such costs may explain why we observed
default effects for the specific items but not for the
overall goal for care. If respondents were sufficiently
concerned about representing their preferences accurately for their overall goal item, they may have been
willing to engage in the mental effort to overcome
the effect of the default. Finally, it is possible that the
carryover from the defaults of stage 1 to the (defaultfree) responses in stage 2 reflected a desire for consistency.19 If so, then carryover effects would be weaker
in real-world contexts involving important decisions. If
the practice of informing people that they were being
defaulted became widespread, moreover, it is unlikely
that either of these default-weakening features would
be common. That is because defaults would not be
chosen at random and advance directives would be
filled out only once, with a disclosed default.
Despite our results, it would be premature to
conclude that the impact of nudges will always persist
when people are aware of them. Our findings are based

on hypothetical advance directives—an appropriate
first step in research given both the ethical issues
involved and the potential repercussions for choices
made regarding preferences for medical care at the
end of life. Before embracing the general conclusion
that warnings do not eliminate the impact of defaults,
further research should examine different types of alerts
across different settings. Given how weakly defaults
affected overall goals for care in this study, it would
especially be fruitful to examine the impact of pre- or
postinforming participants in areas in which defaults are
observed to have robust impact in the absence of transparency. Those areas include decisionmaking regarding
retirement savings and organ donation.
Most generally, our findings suggest that the effectiveness of nudges may not depend on deceiving those
who are being nudged. This is good news, because
policymakers can satisfy the call for transparency advocated in the House of Lords report9 with little diminution in the impact of positive interventions. This could
help ease concerns that behavioral interventions are
manipulative or involve trickery.
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Finding

Workplace stressors & health outcomes:
Health policy for the workplace
Joel Goh, Jeffrey Pfeffer, & Stefanos A. Zenios

abstract.

Extensive research focuses on the causes of workplace-induced

stress. However, policy efforts to tackle the ever-increasing health costs
and poor health outcomes in the United States have largely ignored
the health effects of psychosocial workplace stressors such as high job
demands, economic insecurity, and long work hours. Using meta-analysis,
we summarize 228 studies assessing the effects of ten workplace stressors
on four health outcomes. We find that job insecurity increases the odds of
reporting poor health by about 50%, high job demands raise the odds of
having a physician-diagnosed illness by 35%, and long work hours increase
mortality by almost 20%. Therefore, policies designed to reduce health costs
and improve health outcomes should account for the health effects of the
workplace environment.

C

onfronting ever-rising health benefits costs, Stanford University in 2007 began a sustained effort
to slow the growth of its medical bills. Seeking particularly to help its workforce prevent or better control
lifestyle-related diseases such as type 2 diabetes, the
university created an employee wellness program.
The program included modest financial incentives for
participation (approximately $500 per participant in
2014); annual health screenings; a health assessment
and behavior questionnaire; and opportunities to
participate in exercise, nutrition, and stress-reduction
classes.
Although wellness programs are a common policy

Goh, J., Pfeffer, J., & Zenios, S. A. (2015). Workplace stressors & health
outcomes: Health policy for the workplace. Behavioral Science &
Policy, 1(1), pp. 43–52.

response to employee health issues, evidence for
their effectiveness is mixed. One recent meta-analysis
reported health care cost savings of more than $3 for
every $1 invested,1 but an analysis at the University of
Minnesota found no evidence that a lifestyle management program reduced health care costs.2 According
to a 2013 RAND Corporation report,3 about half of all
U.S. employers with 50 or more employees now offer
some form of wellness promotion program. Although
the RAND report, consistent with other empirical
evidence,4,5 noted some effects of these programs on
lifestyle choices such as diet and exercise, the study
reported that fewer than half of employees in workplaces offering wellness programs participated in them,
in part because of rigid work schedules. The RAND
report also contained separate case studies of five large
U.S. employers. Using the data from these case studies,
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the authors of the report found that the average difference in health care costs between people who participated in such programs and those who did not was just
$157 annually, an amount that is neither substantively
nor statistically significant.
Why might such policy interventions not consistently
show better results? One answer could be variation in
services. Some programs include financial incentives
to achieve specific biometric goals, whereas others
do not. Some programs include health-related activities such as exercise and yoga classes, whereas others
include only the assessments. There are also important
differences in the workplace cultures in which such
programs are implemented. For example, some companies emphasize employee well-being as a source of
competitive advantage, whereas others push employee
cost reduction. These different cultures and program
elements could produce different health outcomes.6
But another possibility is that with their focus on
individual behavior, wellness interventions miss an
important factor affecting people’s health: the work
environment. Management practices in the workplace
can either produce or mitigate stress related to long
working hours, heavy job demands, an absence of job
control, a lack of social support, and pervasive work–
family conflict. More than 30% of respondents to a
Stanford survey, for instance, reported that they experienced stress at work of sufficient severity to adversely
affect their health.7
It is scarcely news that stress negatively affects
health both directly8,9 and indirectly through its influence on individual behaviors such as alcohol abuse,
smoking, and drug consumption.10–14 There is also
recognition that stress produced in the workplace
is related to numerous health outcomes, including
increased risks of cardiovascular disease, depression,
and anxiety. The physiological pathways through which
some of these effects operate have been demonstrated.15 Work contexts matter for health.16
Nonetheless, U.S. employers and policymakers have
paid scant attention to the connections between workplace conditions and health. There has been somewhat
more policy attention in Europe. Many European countries have laws that seek to more stringently regulate
work hours, promote employment stability, and reduce
work–family conflict.17
In the United States, the role of the work environment in workers’ health has gained some attention
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through research sponsored by the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health.18 Nevertheless,
most policy discussions and resources remain devoted
to the relatively narrow objectives of promoting physical workplace safety (for example, reducing exposure
to harmful chemicals) and offering health-promotion activities. Although both focuses are important,
employers and policymakers have not sufficiently
considered broader dimensions of the workplace environment that are affected by employer decisions and
that impact the psychological and social well-being of
employees—choices concerning layoffs, work hours,
flexibility, and medical insurance benefits, for example.
Sustained policy attention to such issues will almost
certainly require (a) assessing the relative size and
importance of the health effects of various workplace
conditions, (b) collecting data to enable regular analysis
of the relationship between workplace conditions and
health, and (c) reporting the incidence of exposure to
unhealthy workplace conditions. It is almost impossible
to overstate how the detailed reporting of job-related
physical injury and death rates stimulated both policy
attention and consistent improvement in physical
working conditions over time.
In this article, we quantitatively review the extensive evidence on the connections between workplace
stressors and health outcomes. Our results suggest that
many workplace conditions profoundly affect human
health. In fact, the effect of workplace stress is about
as large as that of secondhand tobacco smoke, an
exposure that has generated much policy attention and
efforts to prevent or remediate its effects.

Why Health and Health Costs Are Important
The United States spends a higher proportion of its
gross domestic product on health care than do other
advanced industrialized economies and about twice as
much per capita as 15 other rich industrialized nations.
The United States has also experienced a higher growth
rate in health care spending than other countries.19 But
despite higher U.S. health care spending, life expectancy is lower and infant mortality is higher than in
countries that spend far less on health care, including
Japan, Sweden, and Switzerland. According to 2013
data, the United States ranks 26th in life expectancy,
below the average of member countries that make
up the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
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Development, which are mostly high-income, developed nations.20
Health matters to individuals, to their employers, and
to governments. Poor health takes a heavy toll on sick
individuals and their families in many ways, including
financially. One study reported that in 2001, almost
half of all bankruptcies were related to medical bills; by
2007, that proportion had grown to 62%.21 Other studies
have found that even people with health insurance face
increasing financial stress from health care costs.22
Employers care about health costs. They pay a significant portion of Medicare and Medicaid taxes and more
than half of private health insurance premiums.23 Evergrowing health care bills constrain employers’ ability to
offer raises, hire additional people, and make the capital
investments necessary for long-term growth.
Governments likewise worry about the ever-
increasing share of their budgets that is diverted away
from other public purposes and toward health costs
for both active employees and retirees.24 Still, many
people reasonably believe that a healthy and long life is
a fundamental human right.25

The Health Effects of Workplace Stressors
Analyzing Workplace Stressors
We examined the effect of workplace stressors on
health through an analytical procedure known as
meta-analysis, which statistically summarizes the results
of multiple studies. We identified these studies by what
is known as a systematic literature review, in which
we searched public scientific databases for research
articles that contained keywords such as work hours,
overtime, job control, job security, and layoff, among
others (details are provided in the Supplemental Material). We used predefined criteria to winnow the list of
studies down to a smaller set of relevant studies. This
procedure is widely accepted as a way of minimizing
researchers’ biases in searching for the studies to
include in a review.
Authors of numerous reviews and meta-analyses
have examined the health effects of individual workplace stressors such as job insecurity,26–28 long work
hours,29,30 lack of social support in the workplace,31 and
psychological demands and job discretion.32–34 Narrative reviews (that is, reviews that do not use systematic
procedures of study selection) have revealed consistent

evidence in the literature that work stress is associated
with a variety of negative health outcomes, including
cardiovascular disease, clinical depression, and death.15
However, to our knowledge, no researcher has used
common meta-analysis methods and criteria to investigate the health effects of a fairly comprehensive set
of workplace stressors, something that is necessary to
estimate the relative importance of various workplace
conditions for health. We perform such a meta-analysis
by analyzing the effects of 10 different stressors on four
health outcomes, thus allowing policymakers to weigh
the magnitude of each stressor’s effects.
Our objective was to analyze work stressors that
affect people’s psychological and physical health and
that can be reasonably addressed by either public policy
or managerial interventions. We focused our analysis on
single stressors rather than on composites because it is
usually easier for employers or policymakers to address
workplace problems individually than to tackle many at
once. Also, minimizing individual stressors should naturally lessen the impact of any broader composite that
includes those individual stressors.
We examined numerous workplace conditions
presumed to undermine health: long working hours35
and shift work;36 work–family conflict;37,38 job control,
which refers to the level of discretion that employees
have over their work;39,40 and job demands.41,42 The
combination of these latter two stressors is referred to
as job strain.43 We also examined workplace conditions
that might mitigate the negative effects of job stressors.
These included social support and social networking
opportunities;44,45 organizational justice, which refers to
the perceived level of fairness in the workplace;46 and
availability of health insurance, which affects access to
health care and preventive screenings and, therefore,
mortality.47 Finally, we assessed what may be the most
important factor of all: whether a person is employed at
all. Research consistently finds that layoffs, job loss, and
unemployment all have important effects on health,48,49
as does economic insecurity.50 Although macroeconomic conditions that are beyond the control of an
employer undoubtedly influence this last stressor, the
ultimate decision to lay off employees and thereby
increase not only that individual’s economic insecurity but the insecurity of others, including people who
retain their jobs but see those jobs as being at risk,
resides with the employer.
Our next step was to identify important health
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outcomes. We focused on four outcomes typically
used in studies of the health effects of the work environment: the presence of a diagnosed medical condition, a person’s perception of being in poor physical
health, a person’s perception of having poor mental
health, and death. Regardless of how these outcomes
are measured, researchers usually classify them in an
either–or way—for example, a person’s health is either
“poor” or “good.” Studies repeatedly have shown that
people’s perception of their own health status—even
when measured by a single survey question such as
“How would you say your health in general is?”—significantly predicts the likelihood of subsequent illness and
risk of death. That is true even when other health-relevant predictors such as marital status and age are
taken into account.51,52 Moreover, the predictive value
of single-item measures of self-reported health holds
across various ethnicities53 and age groups.54
Our initial search yielded 741 studies that examined
health effects of workplace conditions in some way.
However, about two-thirds of those did not meet our
criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis—for example,
because they were review articles or had too small a
study sample. Our final sample included 228 studies.
All 228 studies had sample sizes larger than 1,000, and
115 of them followed subjects over a period of time,
so that researchers could relate workplace stressors
to later health outcomes. (We furnish further details
of our study selection criteria, meta-analytic methods,
and statistical techniques in the online Supplemental
Material, including a description of the analyses we
conducted to ensure that our results were robust and
that our estimates of effect sizes were not unduly
inflated because of publication bias, the phenomenon
in which positive and statistically significant results are
more likely to get published.)

Increased Odds of Poor Health Outcomes
The four panels of Figure 1 show the statistically
significant effects that work stressors had on the four
categories of health outcomes: self-rated poor health,
self-rated poor mental health, physician-diagnosed
health conditions, and death. The sizes of these effects
are presented as odds ratios, a statistical concept that
may be new to some readers. An odds ratio conveys
how the presence of one factor increases the odds
of another factor being present. More concretely, the
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odds ratios in our study capture the extent to which
individual workplace stressors increased the odds of
having negative health outcomes. Knowing the scale
helps make sense of these ratios. An odds ratio of 1
means an exposure produces no change in the odds of
a negative health outcome occurring. An odds ratio of 2
means a stressor doubles the odds of a negative health
outcome.
Odds ratios offered in isolation can be difficult to
interpret. Therefore, to better convey the sizes of the
effects we calculated, we compare them with something familiar to many: negative health outcomes from
exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke. The odds
ratios we found in the research literature on the effects
of secondhand smoke were 1.47 for self-reported
poor health.55 In other words, exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke increases the odds that a person
rates his or her general health as poor by almost 50%.
In addition, odds ratios on the effects of exposure
to secondhand smoke were 1.49 for self-reported
mental health problems,56 1.30 for physician-diagnosed medical conditions,57 and 1.15 for mortality.58,59
(Although the biological pathway for the effect of
secondhand smoke on mental health is less well established than it is for the other outcomes, some animal
studies suggest that tobacco smoke can directly induce
negative mood.60)
The health effects of secondhand smoke exposure
are widely viewed as sufficiently large to warrant regulatory intervention. For example, secondhand smoke is
recognized as a carcinogen,61 and smoking in enclosed
public places, including workspaces, is banned in many
states in the United States and in many other countries.
The results of our meta-analysis show that workplace
stressors generally increased the odds of poor health
outcomes to approximately the same extent as exposure to secondhand smoke. These results support
several conclusions:
• Unemployment and low job control have significant associations with all of the health outcomes,
as does an absence of health insurance for those
outcomes for which there are sufficient numbers
of studies. With the exception of work–family
conflict, all of the work stressors we examined are
significantly associated with an increased likelihood of developing a medical condition, as diagnosed by a doctor.
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Figure 1. Comparing health effects from work stressors to secondhand smoke exposure
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Odds ratios higher than 1 indicate that the exposures listed here increased the odds of negative health outcomes. No health insurance, for instance,
increased the odds of a physician-diagnosed health condition by more than 100%. Odds ratios for exposures marked with “a” were calculated with two
or fewer studies and may be less reliable. Error bars are included to indicate standard errors. These bars indicate how much variation exists among data
from each group. If two error bars are separated by at least half the width of the bars, this indicates less than a 5% probability that a difference was
observed by chance (i.e., statistical significance at p <.05).
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• Psychological and social aspects of the work environment, such as a lack of perceived fairness in
the organization, low social support, work–family
conflict, and low job control, are associated with
health as strongly as more concrete aspects of the
workplace, such as exposure to shift work, long
work hours, and overtime.
• The association between workplace stressors and
health is strong in many instances. For example,
work–family conflict increases the odds of self-
reported poor physical health by about 90%, and
low organizational justice increases the odds
of having a physician-diagnosed condition by
about 50%.
Similar to the health effects of secondhand tobacco
smoke, the effects of workplace practices are larger
for self-reported physical and mental health and
for physician-diagnosed illness than for mortality.
This finding is not unexpected. Group differences in
mortality rates typically take longer than other health
outcomes to emerge, and therefore, other intervening
factors that contribute to the hazard of mortality can
dilute the effect of workplace stressors. Also, because
of the longer time periods over which mortality effects
occur, they are especially prone to bias because people
who are sicker are more likely to drop out of the workforce (and therefore also out of the data set) during the
research. Once individuals are out of the workforce,
people also face a lower cumulative exposure to workplace stressors. Both of these factors could lead to an
underestimation of effect sizes for mortality.

Policy Implications
Our primary conclusion that psychosocial work
stressors are important determinants of health
suggests several policy recommendations. First, if
initiatives to improve employee health are to be effective, they cannot simply address health behaviors,
such as reducing smoking and promoting exercise, but
should also include efforts to redesign jobs and reduce
or eliminate the workplace practices that contribute
to workplace-induced stress.62 For example, possible
job redesigns could involve limiting working hours,
reducing shift work and unpredictable working hours,
and encouraging flexible work arrangements that help
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employees to achieve a better balance between their
work life and their family life. A detailed discussion
of interventions to prevent and remediate workplace
stressors is beyond the scope of this article. We refer
interested readers to a recent review63 or RAND Europe
report64 for discussions of specific workplace intervention strategies.
We also recommend that greater effort be put forth
to gather data on these workplace stressors and their
health effects at both the national and the organizational levels of analysis. Despite the long-recognized
and important health effects of workplace conditions,
we are not aware of any nationally representative
longitudinal data set in the United States that contains
individual-level data on both workplace stressors and
health outcomes. Such an effort would likely require
(and benefit from) the involvement of government
agencies that have interests in promoting worker or
population health, such as the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration or the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality. In constructing such a data set,
care should be taken to assess the exposures to these
stressors at different points in time so that the cumulative exposure to stressors can be measured.
Organizations seeking to improve the health of their
employees (and thereby reduce their health costs) need
to have a complete picture of the work environment
by assessing the prevalence of workplace stressors.
Therefore, employers should measure both management practices and the workplace environment as
well as employee health over time. This would permit
employers to assess the effectiveness of any interventions, which they can do easily through self-rated health
measures that are known to be effective proxies for
actual health.
Because resources are limited and policymakers
have to be selective about which stressors to target, our
results can be used to identify where to focus attention.
A simple way to do this would be to look at the effect
sizes (odds ratios) from our analysis. Clearly, all else
being equal, stressors with larger effect sizes contribute
more toward poorer health outcomes. However, a
more complete analysis should also incorporate two
other pieces of information that are specific to the
population in question: the rate of occurrence for each
exposure and the baseline prevalence of each health
outcome within that population.
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To understand why these other two rates are
important, consider a hypothetical example in which
an exposure almost never occurs in a target population. Also consider another example in which the
health outcome itself is so rare that any proportionate
increase in its prevalence is insignificant in terms of raw
numbers. In either case, even if the exposure has a large
effect size on the outcome, the overall health impact of
the exposure would be minimal in the study population
as a whole. Therefore, in general, a stressor would have
a large health impact in a population (and therefore
represent a good candidate for policy attention) if (a) it
has a high occurrence rate, (b) it has a large effect size
on some health outcome, and (c) that health outcome
also occurs with high baseline prevalence.
In another article,65 we detailed how these pieces of
information can be combined to generate new policy
insights. In particular, we used data from the General
Social Survey and the Current Population Survey to
estimate the prevalence of workplace stressors in the
United States and data from the Medical Expenditure
Panel Survey and Vital Statistics Reports to estimate
the prevalence of the negative health outcomes and
their associated costs. We then combined these data
through a mathematical model to estimate the annual
excess mortality and costs that can be attributed to
workplace stressors in the United States. Our analysis
suggests that measures of workplace stressors can
provide valuable information for insurers or employers
who wish to perform more accurate risk adjustment
and risk assessment. Of course, for this to be feasible,
employers or insurers must first collect data on these
aspects of the work environment.
Finally, given the pernicious health effects of workplace stressors, we recommend that policymakers
consider increasing regulatory oversight of work
conditions. Although some stressors—such as long
work hours and shift work (through wage and hour
laws and overtime rules)—are already subject to regulation (although there is some debate about the extent
of the enforcement of these rules), other stressors
could be fruitful avenues for attention. For example,
employers could receive tax incentives if they offer work
arrangements that support work–family balance and
thereby minimize work–family conflict or, as in many
European countries, incentives that would encourage
more employment continuity and fewer layoffs. Any

intervention in the labor market entails trade-offs,
and we are not advocating a simplistic approach that
focuses on health effects at the expense of other
considerations. However, the lack of policy attention to
psychological and social aspects of the workplace environment leaves many avenues for addressing health and
health care costs untouched.
Furthermore, a host of nonregulatory actions can
be taken to combat workplace stress. For example,
policymakers could publish guidelines or best practices that could help raise awareness among employers
and workers about the links between work stressors
and health. Agencies or industry associations could
encourage employers to take actions to help mitigate
workplace stress and its causes. Similar actions have
already been taken in the European Union,17 where the
European Framework Agreement on Work-Related
Stress has led to concrete actions including “training,
stress barometers, assessment tools for establishments . . . or general surveys to gather data and raise
awareness.”66

Limitations and Future Research
Our study’s primary limitation is that all of the studies
in our meta-analysis were observational (and not
randomized controlled trials), which prevents us from
making a strong causal inference linking workplace
stressors to poor health outcomes. Furthermore,
about half of the studies used cross-sectional designs,
which are prone to biases from reverse causality. That
is, these studies measured stressors in the same time
window during which outcomes were measured, and
the strength of associations could potentially be driven
by poor health causing work stressors instead of work
stressors causing poor health. Therefore, our results
do not conclusively establish that these stressors cause
poor health. Instead, they show that work stressors
are strongly associated with poor health and suggest
that these stressors could be fruitful targets for policy
attention.
A second limitation is that our results represent
averaged effect sizes. People will inevitably differ
with respect to how each stressor affects each health
outcome because they have different coping mechanisms and also differ in how they respond to workplace
stress—for example, whether they believe that stress
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has fundamentally positive or negative consequences.67
The studies in our sample did not survey subjects on
their attitudes toward stress, so we were not able to
estimate the effects that different stress attitudes have
on the results. Future researchers should assess how
differential psychological beliefs about workplace stress
affect the health effects of work stressors.
A final limitation of our study is that we focused
exclusively on simple stressors that can be reasonably
addressed by interventions. Consequently, we omitted
work stressors such as effort–reward imbalance and
job strain even though some studies suggest both of
these stressors may have significant health effects,43,68,69
perhaps with even larger odds ratios than we found in
the studies we examined in this article. This limitation
underscores a broader question that future researchers
should address: Because many different and (at least
partially) overlapping factors contribute to work stress,
how do researchers assess the health effects of the
totality of the work experience and design appropriate
policies to cost-effectively increase employee health
and productivity and reduce health care costs?
More than 100 years ago, after Upton Sinclair’s book
The Jungle70 exposed dangerous conditions in meatpacking plants, public policy and voluntary company
behavior began focusing on reducing occupational
injuries and deaths, to great success. Although the
dangers emanating from the psychological and social
conditions of work are not as visible, they can also be
quite harmful to health. Unless and until companies and
governments more rigorously measure and intervene to
reduce harmful workplace stressors, efforts to improve
people’s health—and their lives—and reduce health care
costs will be limited in their effectiveness.
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Finding

Time to retire: Why Americans
claim benefits early & how to
encourage delay
Melissa A. Z. Knoll, Kirstin C. Appelt, Eric J. Johnson, &
Jonathan E. Westfall

Summary.

Because they are retiring earlier, living

longer, and not saving enough for retirement, many
Americans would benefit financially if they delayed
claiming Social Security retirement benefits. However,
almost half of Americans claim benefits as soon
as possible. Responding to the Simpson–Bowles
Commission’s 2010 recommendation that behavioral
economics approaches be used to encourage delayed
claiming, we analyzed this decision using query theory,
which describes how the order in which people consider
their options influences their choices. After confirming
that people consider early claiming before and more
often than they consider later claiming, we designed
interventions intended to encourage later claiming.
Changing how information was presented did not
produce significant shifts, but asking people to focus on
the future first significantly delayed preferred claiming
ages. Policymakers can apply these insights.
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T

om has worked hard since his teen years and has
contributed to the Social Security program for more
than 40 years. A week before he turns 62 years old,
friends at work point out that he will finally be able to
start collecting Social Security retirement benefits. This
seems tempting to Tom—after all, he thinks he deserves
to start his retirement after so many years in the workforce. He would love to take the trips he has always
dreamed about. But claiming now might be a mistake
for Tom. If he’s like many Baby Boomers in America, he
has about $150,000 saved,1 which will only give him
about $500 a month in retirement income (using the
standard rates provided in reference 2).
Tom logs on to the Social Security website and sees
that if he claims his benefits now, he will get $1,098
each month (this is the average monthly Social Security
retirement benefit for 62-year-old claimants in 2014).3
He learns that if he waits until he is 66 years old to claim
his benefits, he will get $1,464 a month, and if he waits
until he is 70, he will get even more: $1,932 a month.3
Like the majority of Americans,4,5 Tom will have to rely
on his Social Security benefits for most of his expenses,
such as housing, food, transportation, and maybe even
a vacation or two. Suddenly, Tom realizes he may have
a lot to think about: Should he take the smaller benefit
now or the significantly larger benefit later?
Thirty-one million Americans are projected to retire
within the next decade.6 Many, if not all, will face
decisions like Tom’s—whether about Social Security
retirement benefits specifically or about other similarly
structured public benefits or employer program benefits.7–9 Because people are living longer and retiring
earlier,10,11 the average American now spends about
19 years in retirement—about 60% longer than in the
1950s.12 The decision of when to claim benefits significantly affects retirees’ financial well-being during this
time of life. This is especially true for the many Americans who have little or no money saved by the time they
retire.4,13,14
Additionally, recent changes in the retirement
savings landscape have put the responsibility of savings
and decisionmaking on the shoulders of employees
rather than employers.15 For example, the majority
of employees with employer-sponsored retirement
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plans used to be covered by defined benefit plans,
in which the employer provided a retirement benefit
guaranteeing monthly payments for life. Now, most
are covered by defined contributions plans, in which
workers receive a lump sum at retirement and then
must make their own decisions about how to manage
that money. This means that getting the Social Security
benefit claiming decision right is more important than
ever. However, many Americans could be making a
suboptimal choice: Claiming benefits early significantly
and permanently decreases the size of the monthly
benefit, yet almost half of all Social Security recipients
claim their benefits as early as possible.16,17 Why are
people claiming their benefits early? How can they be
encouraged to delay claiming?

The Claiming Decision
Like Tom, people thinking of claiming benefits have
many factors to consider when making this important
decision. On the one hand, as people get closer to
Social Security’s early eligibility age of 62 years, the
notion of leaving the workforce and/or tapping into the
Social Security funds they have contributed to for years
is tempting. Tom could be like the large proportion of
Americans who claim benefits as early as possible.16,17
On the other hand, waiting to claim benefits provides
retirees with more monthly income for the rest of their
lives—the longer someone waits to claim benefits (up to
age 70 years), the larger the monthly benefit. This extra
money could mean the difference between enjoying
retirement and struggling to make ends meet, especially in later years when health care costs may rise and
retirement savings may have dried up. Indeed, research
suggests that delaying claiming is the wiser economic
decision for many.10,18,19
Prospective retirees must weigh the pros and cons
of the claiming decision. Given the importance of the
retirement decision to their future financial well-being,
one might expect that prospective retirees put a lot
of thought into this decision well in advance of actually retiring. Unfortunately, surveys show that 22% of
people first think about when to start claiming Social
Security benefits only a year before they retire. Another
22% first think about it only six months before retirement.20 Research also shows that the retirement decision is malleable and affected by the way the decision is
presented.21,22
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Not all early claiming is caused by poor health or
health-related work limitations.4,23,24 Instead, there
may be behavioral or psychological reasons why many
individuals claim their benefits early (for a discussion, see reference 25). The National Commission on
Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, also known as the
Simpson–Bowles Commission, advocated in 2010
that the Social Security Administration (SSA) consider
behavioral economics approaches “with an eye toward
encouraging delayed retirement” (p. 52).26 The commission did this with good reason: Insights from behavioral economics and psychology can help explain why
people claim when they do and what can be done to
help them make better decisions.

Tom: When they think about the claiming decision,
the first thoughts that come to mind have to do with
claiming right away. Thoughts about reasons to wait
to claim often only come after thoughts in favor of
claiming early. This sequence of thoughts generally leads people to have more thoughts supporting
early claiming and to choose to claim benefits early.
According to query theory, if people reverse the order
in which they consider the choice options, they will
change their choice:37,39,40 What would happen, we
asked, if we altered the order in which people considered the consequences of claiming at different ages?

Why Do People Claim Early?

To answer this question, we used query theory to
develop and test interventions that encourage people
to wait to claim Social Security benefits. First, we tested
what we called a representation intervention, which
passively alters how the options within a choice are
presented but does not explicitly encourage people to
change how they think about the decision (for examples of representation interventions, see references
41–43). A representation intervention can be as simple
as reframing a choice, such as asking employees to
contribute to their savings account from a future raise
rather than from a current paycheck.14 In the case of
Social Security benefits, later claiming is often framed
as a gain (a larger monthly benefit compared with what
is received if one claims early). Here, early claiming acts
as a reference point or status quo option. One representation intervention that has had mild success in
influencing claiming age reframes the choice options
so that early claiming is framed as a loss (a smaller
monthly benefit compared with what is received if one
claims later).21 We developed a representation intervention that communicated this reframing graphically, but
it did not encourage participants to change the order in
which they considered their options.
We next tested a process intervention, an active
intervention that changes how people approach a
decision. A process intervention for an intertemporal
choice problem may simply ask people to focus on the
future first (rather than following the common inclination to focus on the present first).37,39 We applied this to
the Social Security benefit claiming decision by asking
people to list their thoughts in favor of later claiming
before listing their thoughts in favor of early claiming.

Tom’s choice about when to claim benefits is what
behavioral economists and psychologists call a classic
intertemporal choice problem—a choice between
getting something smaller now and getting something
larger later. In the case of the Social Security benefit
claiming decision, choosing to claim sooner means that
Tom will have a smaller monthly benefit for the rest of
his life, but he gets the benefit starting now. Choosing
to claim later means Tom will have a larger monthly
benefit for the rest of his life, but he must wait to get it
(for an analysis of Social Security retirement benefits,
see reference 25; for more general reviews of intertemporal choice, see references 27 and 28).
It is important to note that people faced with intertemporal choices often emphasize receiving the reward
right away.29 For Social Security benefits, this may
explain why so many people want to claim benefits
as soon as possible, a pattern observed in surveys and
in administrative data.16–18,29,30 We suspect that many
people claim their benefits early because, like Tom,
they become impatient as the opportunity to claim
benefits finally approaches. If this is the case, then interventions that have helped people make more patient
decisions in other financial contexts, such as saving for
retirement,14,31–33 may also affect Social Security benefit
claiming.
To explore how people make this intertemporal
choice, we applied a psychological theory of decision
making called query theory, which offers insight into
how people make decisions in many contexts.34–38
Query theory suggests that many people are just like
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This process intervention successfully reversed the
order in which participants considered their options
and led them to prefer later claiming.

Studying the Claiming Decision
Interventions to change people’s behavior must be
tested before they are implemented, especially when
the stakes are high, which is certainly the case with
Social Security claiming decisions. We used a series
of three framed field studies44 to explore why people
claim benefits early and to test how to encourage
them to delay claiming. Framed field studies sample
from the population that makes the real-world decision and use forms and materials similar to those used
in the actual setting. Unlike a randomized control trial,
framed field studies do not involve the actual decision
and are usually less expensive and time-consuming
to conduct. In our case, although participants made
hypothetical, nonbinding decisions about their Social
Security benefits, the participants were drawn from
the relevant target population: older Americans who
are eligible or soon to be eligible for benefits. Further,
they were presented with realistic decision materials
modeled after actual SSA materials. This combination of
features offers insight into the d
 ecisionmaking process
that would otherwise be unavailable and also increases
the chances that our results will generalize to the target
population. In each study, we asked participants a
series of questions through an online survey. (Detailed
methods and results for each of our three studies are
available in the Supplemental Material posted online.)
Participants ranged in age from 45 to 70 years and were
either eligible for Social Security retirement benefits or
approaching eligibility.

Study 1: Exploring Impatience
In Study 1, with 1,292 participants, we tested the
assumption that prospective retirees tend to be impatient and prefer to claim their benefits as early as
possible. We used information modeled after SSA’s
own materials to explain to participants how benefit
claiming works (that is, how the size of the monthly
benefit varies as a function of the age at which an individual claims benefits; see Figure 1A). We then asked
participants to indicate at what age they would prefer
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to claim benefits. We found that nearly half of participants preferred to claim before their full retirement
age (the age at which people become eligible for their
full monthly benefit) and a third preferred the earliest
possible benefit claiming age of 62 years (see Figure 2).
This mirrors previous survey results as well as observed
choices in the real world.16–18,29,30
We found it interesting that participants’ decisions
depended upon whether they were already eligible
for benefits. Those who were eligible to collect benefits were much more likely to prefer claiming early
compared with those who were not yet eligible (see
Table S2 in the Supplemental Material). This suggests
that people may have good intentions to delay
claiming, but when the opportunity to claim finally
presents itself, the temptation to claim right away can
become too strong to resist. This strong preference
for immediate rewards is what behavioral economists
and psychologists call present bias, and it can explain
why people make decisions that seem shortsighted.45–47
Because present bias applies to immediate rewards
and not future rewards, we expected it to contribute to
early claiming when individuals were eligible to claim,
not beforehand. Indeed, we found that before people
become eligible for benefits, factors that are traditionally used in rational economic models of claiming,
such as perceived health, predict claiming preferences.
(Healthier individuals expect to live longer and spend
more time in retirement and thus benefit more from
claiming larger benefits later.) In contrast, present bias
predicts claiming for already-eligible participants (see
Table S3 in the Supplemental Material). These results are
particularly striking given the hypothetical nature of the
task: Even though participants were asked to imagine
that they were approaching retirement and eligible for
benefits, their actual eligibility status influenced their
claiming preferences.
Because we successfully replicated real-world
trends in claiming behavior, such as a preference for
early claiming, we explored the claiming decision
further to understand how people make their choice.
We predicted that, like Tom, many participants would
consider more reasons to claim their benefits early than
reasons to claim later. We tested this hypothesis using
a previously developed type-aloud protocol, often used
in query theory studies, which asks participants to type
every thought they have as they make a decision.36,37
An analysis of these typed-aloud thoughts confirmed
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Figure 1. Monthly benefit amount as a function
of claiming age, assuming full benefit of $1,000
at full retirement age of 66 years
A: Standard graph used in Studies 2A, 2B, and 3*
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Figure 2. Percentage of participants preferring
to claim retirement benefits at each age from
62 to 70 years, by eligibility status, Study 1
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C: Redesigned graph used in Study 2B
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Figure adapted from When to Start Receiving Retirement Benefits (SSA
Publication No. 05-10147, p. 1), Social Security Administration, 2014.
Retrieved from http://www.socialsecurity.gov/pubs/EN-05-10147.pdf.
(See the Supplemental Material for color versions of figures and detailed
methods and results.) *In Study 1, the graph showed the monthly benefit
as a percentage of full benefits.

that more participants thought predominately about
early claiming (42%) than full claiming (18%) or delayed
claiming (24%; see Table S4 in the Supplemental
Material).
Next, we tested whether query theory—which
highlights how the content and the order of thoughts
predict preferences—can explain claiming preferences.
We predicted that, like Tom, many participants would
not only think more about claiming early than claiming
later but would also think about claiming early before
they thought about claiming later; this greater prominence (that is, greater number and earlier occurrence)
of early-claiming thoughts would then lead participants
to prefer to claim early. Using participants’ typed-aloud
thoughts, we found that the earlier and more participants thought about the benefits of claiming at early
ages, the earlier they preferred to claim benefits. The
participants with the most prominent early-claiming
thoughts (that is, participants scoring in the top 25% on
prominence of early-claiming thoughts) preferred to
claim benefits over 4.5 years earlier than did the participants with the least prominent early-claiming thoughts
(that is, participants scoring in the bottom 25%).
Indeed, the content and order of participants’ claiming-related thoughts are strong predictors of preferred
claiming age even when controlling for benefit eligibility and traditional rational economic factors, such as
education, wealth, and perceived health (see Table S2
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in the Supplemental Material).
Study 1 showed that when people are shown typical
information about benefit claiming, many of them think
sooner and more often about reasons to claim their
benefits early than about waiting to claim their benefits.
This is associated with a preference for early claiming in
a hypothetical claiming decision.

Study 2: Shifting the Focus
Using insights from Study 1 as guidance, in Studies
2A and 2B, we tested a representation intervention
intended to encourage later claiming. Specifically, we
made a number of changes to the standard graph to
highlight the economic benefits of claiming later. We
expected that these new graphs would make participants think more and earlier about reasons to delay
claiming and this, in turn, would lead people to prefer
later claiming ages.
We showed 785 participants one of three graphs
depicting how the monthly benefit size varies as a function of the age at which one claims benefits: the standard graph depicting benefits as a series of increasing
gains relative to $0 (see Figure 1A), a graph in which we
shifted the x-axis from $0 to the full benefit amount
(see Figure 1B), or a graph with an even stronger manipulation that highlighted losses in red and gains in green
and rotated the figure to put later claiming at the top of
the display (see Figure 1C; a color version of this figure
is available in the Supplemental Material). We expected
that making later claiming a visually prominent reference point would emphasize the later claiming option
and reframe early claiming as a loss relative to full
benefit claiming. This should increase the prominence
of later claiming in participants’ thoughts and shift
participants’ preferences to later claiming.
Our results, however, showed that neither representation intervention significantly influenced how
participants thought about the claiming decision:
Neither modified graph caused participants to think
more or earlier about later claiming, and neither graph
encouraged participants to prefer later claiming ages.
Even though we believe that the graphs clearly make
later claiming a visually prominent reference point, it
is possible that the specific changes we made to the
graphs were not strong or obvious enough to influence participants’ thoughts. It is also possible, however,
that graphical representations in general may not be
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an effective way to communicate retirement benefits
information. This may be a particularly valuable finding
because the SSA currently uses a graph to show how
claiming age affects monthly benefits.

Study 3: Active Guidance
Query theory suggests that a process intervention that
actively encourages people to change the order in
which they think about the choice options can change
the choice they make.36 Previous research has shown
that asking people faced with an intertemporal choice
to focus on the future first encourages them to be
more patient and choose a larger, later option over
a smaller, sooner option.38–40 In Study 3, we applied
this query theory–based process intervention to the
claiming decision. We expected that asking participants
to reverse the order in which they considered early
and later claiming (that is, to think about later claiming
first) would increase the prominence of later claiming
thoughts and this, in turn, would get people to prefer
later claiming ages.
We asked 418 participants either to consider reasons
favoring early claiming first and reasons favoring later
claiming second (that is, the order in which participants
consider the options given the standard presentation of
benefits information in Study 1) or to consider reasons
favoring later claiming first and reasons favoring early
claiming second (that is, the reverse order). We found,
as predicted by query theory, that participants who
were prompted to consider claiming later before
they considered claiming early thought more about
claiming later and actually preferred later claiming
ages, compared with participants who were prompted
to think about claiming in the typical order of early
claiming first and later claiming second. In other words,
participants focusing on the future first have more
prominent thoughts about later claiming, and this leads
to a preference for claiming benefits later.
The different types of interventions we tested did not
influence choices equally. Our process intervention was
more successful than either of our representation interventions. The process intervention led to an average
delay in preferred claiming age of 9.4 months, which is
substantial when compared with the effects of various
demographic and economic variables (for a discussion,
see reference 21). Study 3 suggests that process interventions directing people to focus on the future first
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are a promising approach for nudging older Americans
toward later claiming.

Figure 3. Change in preferred claiming age
relative to control (in months), by intervention
Effects of interventions

Policy Implications
As we described above, our research into consumers’
decisions about when to claim Social Security benefits
led us to test two types of interventions. In Study 2,
representation interventions that changed the graphical
depiction of monthly benefits produced nonsignificant
delays in preferred claiming age of, at best, 2.6 months.
In Study 3, however, a process intervention that
encouraged people to focus on the future first resulted
in a significant delay in preferred claiming age of, on
average, 9.4 months.
Although this may seem like a modest change, it
is sizeable when compared with the results of other
interventions (see Figure 3). The accompanying permanent increase in monthly retirement benefits translates
to substantially more money in the pockets of older
Americans. For example, if Tom waited just nine months
beyond his 62nd birthday to claim benefits, he would
receive an extra $55 per month (a 5% increase) for life
(these calculations are based on models provided by
the SSA at http://www.socialsecurity.gov/OACT/quickcalc/early_late.html). If Tom lived to 85 years of age,
about the average for his cohort (average life expectancy is averaged across genders and based on results
from SSA’s Life Expectancy Calculator, found at http://
www.socialsecurity.gov/oact/population/longevity.
html), this would add up to $4,776 in additional benefits. If Tom lived to 100 years of age, this would grow
to $14,658 in additional benefits. The impact of seemingly modest delays is further magnified in aggregate,
because more than 38 million Americans receive Social
Security retirement benefits each month.48
Figure 3 makes another point as well. Choice
architecture (that is, the way decision information
is presented) is never neutral. Until a few years ago,
SSA personnel computed prospective beneficiaries’
breakeven ages, the age when the sum of the increase
in monthly benefits from delaying claiming offsets the
total benefits forgone during the delay period. This
computation was intended to help potential retirees
with their claiming decisions. However, as shown in
Figure 3, this information accelerates preferred claiming
age by 15 months,21 which was not SSA’s intention.
SSA revised its description of benefits (see Figure 1A

Changes
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Changes in representation
Change in preferred claiming age (in months)
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Error bars are included to indicate 95% confidence intervals. These bars
indicate how much variation exists among data from each group. If two
error bars overlap by up to a quarter of their total length, this indicates less
than a 5% probability that the difference was observed by chance (that is,
statistical significance at p < .05).

for a similar description), but Study 1 suggests the new
description still leads many people to focus on early
claiming.
Given that all presentations of benefits information will influence choices in one direction or another,
it is imperative that interventions be well informed
by research. Framed field studies, such as those we
have described here, can be extremely useful in
designing and testing interventions for important
real-world choices. Although this methodology has
some constraints (for example, the dependence on
hypothetical scenarios), it is a powerful complement
to traditional lab and field studies because of its many
strengths: sampling from relevant populations (that is,
people for whom the retirement decision is real and,
in many cases, imminent), presenting participants with
realistic stimuli (that is, benefits information modeled
on actual materials provided by SSA) to approximate
how people normally encounter information, and
discovering valuable process understanding insights
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that lead directly to interventions that may be effective
in changing behavior.
We recommend that full randomized control trials be
pursued to further evaluate the interventions examined
here and explore their effectiveness when the claiming
decision is made with real consequences. Such research
will likely require collaboration with SSA to expose
retirees to interventions and provide access to data
on retirees’ actual claiming ages. With their new “my
Social Security” website (http://www.ssa.gov/myaccount/), SSA may have a unique opportunity to prompt
consumers to think about early or late claiming, gather
consumers’ thoughts about claiming, and see how their
thoughts relate to their actual claiming behavior.
At the same time, it is important for researchers
to continue exploring other process interventions,
such as encouraging people to consider decisions in
advance and precommit to a given option with the
ability to choose differently later. Comparing different
kinds of interventions and their effectiveness should be
an active area of research both within the domain of
retirement decisionmaking and beyond. For example,
determining why changing the graphs in Study 2 did
not shift participants’ thoughts about the claiming
decision could help clarify whether graphs are an
effective way of communicating benefits information.
Such comparisons will also help to determine how
different interventions affect a heterogeneous population in which the ideal claiming age differs across individuals and many, but by no means all, people would
benefit from delaying claiming.
More broadly, our studies underscore the point
that different types of interventions have different
strengths and weaknesses. On the one hand, representation interventions that change the display of choice
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information tend to require very little effort on the
part of decisionmakers; in fact, these interventions are
often most helpful for quick or automatic decisions.49
For example, rearranging grocery store displays so that
fruit is more accessible than candy helps people quickly
reach for a healthy snack without thinking much
about the decision. On the other hand, representation
interventions tend to be very specific and need to be
customized to fit each decision—rearranging grocery
store displays to encourage healthier eating does not
help people make sound retirement decisions.
In contrast, process interventions that change the
way people approach decisions may teach a skill that,
once learned, can be generalized. Training people to
consider an alternative option first is a general skill that
can apply to many situations, whether it is considering
healthy food before considering junk food or considering saving for tomorrow before considering spending
today. Process interventions often ask more from decisionmakers because they must change their decision-
making process to some degree. But there may be
ways to reduce the amount of effort needed. For
example, we are currently researching whether preference checklists can function as a low-effort substitute for type-aloud protocols; initial results suggest
that asking participants to simply read and respond to
lists of claiming-related thoughts has an effect similar
to that of asking participants to type aloud their own
thoughts. With their different strengths, representation interventions and process interventions can be
used to complement and reinforce each other, helping
policymakers design useful interventions. These interventions, in turn, will help individuals make choices
to improve their welfare in many different arenas,
including retirement benefit claiming.
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Designing better energy metrics
for consumers
Richard P. Larrick, Jack B. Soll, & Ralph L. Keeney

Summary.

Consumers are often poorly informed about the energy

consumed by different technologies and products. Traditionally, consumers
have been provided with limited and flawed energy metrics, such as
miles per gallon, to quantify energy use. We propose four principles for
designing better energy metrics. Better measurements would describe
the amount of energy consumed by a device or activity, not its energy
efficiency; relate that information to important objectives, such as reducing
costs or environmental impacts; use relative comparisons to put energy
consumption in context; and provide information on expanded scales. We
review insights from psychology underlying the recommendations and
the empirical evidence supporting their effectiveness. These interventions
should be attractive to a broad political spectrum because they are low cost
and designed to improve consumer decisionmaking.

C

onsider a family that owns two vehicles. Both are
driven the same distance over the course of a year.
The family wants to trade in one vehicle for a more efficient one. Which option would save the most gas?
A. Trading in a very inefficient SUV that gets
10 miles per gallon (MPG) for a minivan that
gets 20 MPG.
B. Trading in an inefficient sedan that gets
20 MPG for a hybrid that gets 50 MPG.
Most people assume option B is better because the
difference in MPG is bigger (30 MPG vs. 10 MPG), as is
the percentage of improvement (150% vs. 100%). But

Larrick, R. P., Soll, J. B., & Keeney, R. L. (2015). Designing better energy
metrics for consumers. Behavioral Science & Policy, 1(1), pp. 63–75.

to decipher gas use and gas savings, one must convert
MPG, a common efficiency metric, to actual consumption. Dividing 100 miles by the MPG values given above,
our family can see that option A reduces gas consumption from 10 gallons to 5 every hundred miles, whereas
option B reduces gas consumption from 5 gallons to 2
over that distance.
Making rates of energy consumption clear is more
important than ever given the urgent need to reduce
fossil fuel use globally. People around the world are
dependent on fossil fuels, such as coal and oil. But
emissions from burning fossil fuels are modifying
Earth’s climates in risky ways, from raising average
temperatures to transforming habitats on land and in
the oceans. Although individual consumer decisions
have a large effect on emissions—passenger vehicles
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and residential electricity use account for nearly half
of the greenhouse gas emissions in the United States—
consumers remain poorly informed about how much
energy they consume.1–3 Behavioral research offers
many insights on how to inform people about their
energy consumption and how to motivate them to
reduce it.4 One arena in which this research could be
immediately useful is on product labels, where energy
requirements could be made clearer for consumers
faced with an abundance of choices.
The current U.S. fuel economy label for automobiles
(revised in 2013) includes a number of metrics associated with energy. The familiar MPG metric is most
prominent, but one can also see gallons per 100 miles
(GPHM), annual fuel cost, a rating of greenhouse gas
emissions, and a five-year relative cost or savings figure
compared with what one would spend with an average
vehicle (see Figure 1). The original label introduced
in the 1970s contained two MPG figures (see Figure
2). As the label was being redesigned for 2013, there
was praise for including new information and criticism
for providing too much information.5–7 The new fuel
economy label raises two general questions that apply
to many settings in which consumers are informed
about energy use, such as on appliance labels, smart
meter feedback, and home energy ratings:
• What energy information should be given to
consumers?
• How much is the right amount?
How information is presented always matters. More
often than not, people pay attention to what they see
and fail to think further about what they really want to

Figure 1. Revised fuel economy label (2013)
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know. In his best-selling book Thinking, Fast and Slow,
Nobel prize–winning psychologist Daniel Kahneman
reviewed decades of research on biases in decisionmaking and found a common underpinning: “What you
see is all there is.”8 Too often, people lack the awareness, knowledge, and motivation to consider relevant
information beyond what is presented to them. This
can produce problems. In the case of judging energy
use, incomplete or misleading metrics leave consumers
trapped with a poor understanding of the true consequences of their decisions. But this important communication can be improved.

A CORE Approach to Better Decisionmaking
How people learn and how they make decisions
is less of a mystery than ever before. Insights from
psychology, specifically, are now used to help
consumers make better decisions for themselves
and for society.9,10 In this context, we have created
four research-based principles, which we abbreviate
as CORE, that could be employed to better educate
people about energy use and better prepare them to
make informed decisions in that domain. They include:
• CONSUMPTION: Provide consumption rather than
efficiency information.
• OBJECTIVES: Link energy-related information to
objectives that people value.
• RELATIVE: Express information relative to meaningful comparisons.
• EXPAND: Provide information on expanded scales.

Figure 2. Original fuel economy label (from 1993)
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Consumption: An Alternative to
Efficiency Information
Our first principle is to express energy use in consumption terms, not efficiency terms. It is common practice in the United States to express the energy use of
many products as an efficiency metric. For example,
just as cars are rated on MPG, air conditioners are
given a seasonal energy efficiency rating (SEER), which
measures BTUs of cooling divided by watt-hours of
electricity. Efficiency metrics put the energy unit, such
as gallons or watts, in the denominator of a ratio.
Unfortunately, efficiency metrics such as MPG and SEER
produce false impressions because consumers use
inappropriate math when reasoning about efficiency.
At the most basic level, efficiency metrics such as
MPG do convey some crystal clear information: Higher
is better. However, as our opening example showed,
the metrics create a number of problems when people
try to use them to make comparisons between energy-
consuming devices. Consider a town that owns an
equal number of two types of vehicles that differ in
their fuel efficiency. All of the vehicles are driven the
same distance each year. The town is deciding which
set of vehicles to upgrade to a hybrid version:
C. Should it upgrade the fleet of 15-MPG
vehicles to hybrids that get 19 MPG?
D. Or should it upgrade the fleet of 34-MPG
vehicles to hybrids that get 44 MPG?
Larrick and Soll presented these options to an online
sample of adults.11 Seventy-five percent incorrectly
picked option D over option C. In fact, option C saves
nearly twice as much as gas as option D does. Figure 3
plots the highly curvilinear relationship between MPG
and gas consumption. The top panel shows the gas
savings from the upgrades described in the opening
example. The bottom panel shows the gas savings from
each of the upgrades described in C and D. Larrick
and Soll called the tendency to underestimate the
benefits of MPG improvements on inefficient vehicles
(and to overestimate them on efficient vehicles) the
“MPG illusion.”11
The confusion caused by MPG is avoided, however,
when the energy unit is put in the numerator of a
ratio. When the same decision also included a GPHM
number, people could see clearly that replacing the

Figure 3. Gas consumed per 100 miles of driving
as a function of miles per gallon (MPG)
Gas savings from two MPG improvements:
(A) 10 to 20 MPG and (B) 20 to 50 MPG
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Gas savings from two MPG improvements:
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15-MPG (6.67-GPHM) vehicles with 19-MPG (5.26GPHM) hybrids saved twice as much gas as replacing
the 34-MPG (3.00-GPHM) vehicles with 44-MPG (2.27GPHM) hybrids.11
Consumption metrics are more helpful than efficiency metrics because they not only convey what
direction is better (lower) but also provide clear
insights about the size of improvements. A consumption perspective (see Table 1) reveals that replacing a
10-MPG car with an 11-MPG car saves about as much
gas as replacing a 34-MPG car with a 50-MPG car (1
gallon per 100 miles). A cash-for-clunkers program in
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Table 1. Converting miles per gallon (MPG) to
gas consumption metrics
MPG

Gallons per
100 miles

Gallons per
100,000 miles

10
11
12.5
14
16.5
20
25
33
50
100

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000

the United States in 2009 was ridiculed for seeming to
reward small changes12—such as trade-ins of 14-MPG
vehicles that were replaced by 20-MPG vehicles—but a
consumption perspective reveals that this is actually a
substantial improvement of 2 gallons every 100 miles.
Moving consumers from cars with MPGs in the teens
into cars with MPGs in the high 20s is where most of
society’s energy savings will be achieved.
Although consumption measures may be unfamiliar in the consumer market, they are common in
other settings. For example, U.S. government agencies
transform MPG to gallons per mile to calculate fleet
MPG ratings. Europe and Canada use a gas consumption measure (liters per 100 kilometers). Recently, the
National Research Council argued that policymakers
need to evaluate efficiency improvements in transportation using a consumption metric.13,14 The MPG illusion
motivated the addition of the GPHM metric to the
revised fuel economy label (see Figure 1).
MPG is a well-known energy measure with the
wrong number on top, but it is not the only metric
that needs improvement. Several important energy
ratings similarly place performance on top of energy
use, including those for air-conditioning, home insulation, and IT server ratings.15 These efficiency ratings
also distort people’s perceptions. Older homes may
have air-conditioning units that are rated at 8 SEER
(a measure of cooling per watt-hour of electricity)
and the most efficient (and expensive) new units have
SEER ratings above 20. For a given space and outdoor-
temperature difference, energy consumption is once
again an inverse: 1/SEER. Trading in an outdated
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10-SEER air conditioner for a 13-SEER air conditioner
yields large energy savings—more than the trade-in of
a 14-SEER unit for a 20-SEER unit for the same space
and conditions.
There is no name for the metric 1/SEER, and, unlike
GPHM, the basic units in SEER (watts and BTUs) are
unfamiliar to most people. Still, it is possible to be
clearer. For air conditioners, the consumption metric
might need to be an index, expressed as percentage of
savings from an initial baseline measure (e.g., 8 SEER).
As an example, consider the consumption index created
by the Residential Energy Services Network called the
Home Energy Rating System (HERS) index. A standard
home is set at a unit of 100; homes that consume more
energy have a higher score and are shaded in red in
visual depictions of the index; homes that consume
less energy have a lower score and are shaded in green
(see Figure 4). A home rated at 80 uses 20% less energy
than a home comparable in size and location. The
HERS label, therefore, needs to be adapted to specific
circumstances. Those circumstances can be explored at
http://www.resnet.com. By comparison, a similar label
for air conditioners actually could be more general.
Although a large home in Florida uses more air-
conditioning than a small home in Minnesota does,
the same consumption index can provide an accurate
picture of relative energy savings possible from a more
efficient air-conditioning unit. For example, Floridians
know that their monthly electricity bill is high in the
summer and roughly by what amount (perhaps $200
per month). A consumption index would allow them to
quantify the savings available from greater efficiency
(a 20% reduction in my $200 electricity bill is $40 per
month). Minnesotans, on the other hand, have a smaller
air-conditioning bill and would recognize that a 20%
reduction yields smaller benefits. More precise cost
savings could be provided at the point of purchase on
the basis of additional information about effects from
local electricity costs, home size, and climate, including
the number of days when air-conditioning is likely
needed in different regions.
In sum, the problem with MPG, SEER, and other efficiency metrics is that one cannot compare the energy
savings between products without first inverting the
numbers and then finding the difference. The main
benefit of a consumption metric is that it does the
math for people. There is no loss of information, and
consumption measures help people get an accurate
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Figure 4. Home Energy Rating System label
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picture of the amount of energy use and savings.

Objectives: Make Cost and Environmental
Impact Clear
Our second principle is to translate energy information into terms that show how energy use aligns with
personal goals, such as minimizing cost or reducing
the environmental impact of consumption. Theoretically, people would not require such a translation
because both cost and environmental impact are often
directly related to energy use. In the case of driving, for
instance, as gas consumption goes up, gasoline costs
and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions rise at exactly the
same rate. Realistically, however, people may not know
that these relationships are so closely aligned or stop
to think about how energy usage affects the goals they

care about. For example, burning 100 gallons of gas
emits roughly one ton of CO2. That outcome is invisible
when people stop at “what you see is all there is.”
Some consumers may care about MPG as an end in
itself, but the measure is more often a proxy for other
concerns, such as the cost of driving a car, its impact
on the environment, or its impact on national security.
Keeney argued that decisionmakers need to distinguish
“means objectives” such as MPG from “fundamental
objectives” such as environmental impact so that they
can see how their choices match or do not match their
values.16 Providing consumers with cost and environmental translations directs their attention to these end
objectives and helps them see how a means objective—
energy use—affects those ends.
There is a tension, however, between offering translations and overwhelming people with information.
In the redesign process for the fuel economy label,
expert marketers counseled the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to “keep it simple.”5 However, the
new EPA label for automobiles (see Figure 1) provides
a number of highly related attributes, including MPG,
GPHM, annual fuel costs, and a greenhouse gas rating.
Is this too much information?
Ungemach and colleagues have argued that multiple
translations are critical in helping consumers recognize
and apply their end objectives when making choices
among consumer products such as cars or air conditioners.17 Translations have two effects. The first is what
is called a counting effect, meaning that preferences
grow stronger for choices that look favorable in more
than one category.18 For instance, multiple translations
of fuel efficiency increase preference for more efficient
vehicles because consumers see that the more efficient
car seems to be better on three dimensions: It gets
more MPG, has lower fuel costs, and is more helpful to
the environment. But MPG is a not a distinct dimension
from fuel costs and environmental impact, so the effect
of translation is partly attributable to a double counting.
In addition, Ungemach and colleagues have found
that translations have a signpost effect by reminding
people of an objective they care about and directing
them on how to reach it.17 In one study, Ungemach and
fellow researchers measured participants’ attitudes
toward the environment and willingness to engage in
behaviors that protect the environment.17 Participants
had to choose between two cars: one that was a more
efficient and more expensive car and one that was a
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Table 2. Examples of choice options
Options
Car A
Car B

Annual
fuel cost

Gallons per
100 miles

Price of car

$3,964
$2,775

7
5

$29,999
$33,699

Figure 5. Probability of buying a more expensive
compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulb when it
has a green label (“protect the environment”)
or not as a function of political ideology
Probability of choosing the CFL bulb

Options
Car A’
Car B’

1

Annual
fuel cost

Greenhouse
gas ratings
(out of 10 =
best)

Price of car

$3,964
$2,775

5
7

$29,999
$33,699

less efficient and less expensive car (see Table 2). When
vehicles were described in terms of both annual fuel
costs and greenhouse gas ratings, environmental attitudes strongly predicted preference for the more efficient option. However, when vehicles were described
in terms of annual fuel costs and gas consumption,
environmental attitudes were not correlated with preference for the more efficient option. Although both
annual fuel cost and gas consumption are perfect
proxies for greenhouse gas emissions, they were inadequate as signposts for environmental concerns. They
neither reminded people of something they cared about
nor helped them act on those concerns. The explicit
translation to greenhouse gas ratings was necessary to
enable people to act on their values. Additional studies
demonstrated signpost effects for choices regarding
air conditioners17 by varying whether the energy metric
was labeled BTUs per watt, Seasonal Energy Efficiency
Rating, or Environmental Rating. Only Environmental
Rating evoked choices in line with subjects’ attitudes
toward the environment.
One problem with translating energy measures into
end objectives is that some consumers may be hostile
to the promoted goals.19 For example, in the United
States, political conservatives and liberals alike believe
that reducing personal costs and increasing national
security are valid reasons to favor energy-efficient
products. But conservatives find the goal of diminishing
climate change to be less persuasive than do liberals.20
As a result, emphasizing the environmental benefits
of energy-efficient products may backfire with some
people. Gromet and colleagues found a backlash effect
in a laboratory experiment in which 200 participants
were given $2 to spend on either a standard incandescent light bulb or a more efficient compact fluorescent
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0.75
No label
0.5
Green label
0.25

0
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–1.2

Liberal

–0.8

–0.4

0

0.4

Political ideology

0.8

1.2

1.6

Conservative

light (CFL) bulb.20 All participants were informed about
the cost savings of using a CFL. In one condition, the
CFL came with a “protect the environment” label.
Compared with participants in a control condition with
no label, liberals showed a slightly higher rate of CFL
purchase, but the purchase rate for independents and
conservatives dropped significantly (see Figure 5). With
no label, the economic case was equally persuasive to
conservatives and liberals. The presence of the label
forced conservatives to trade off a desired economic
outcome with an undesired political expression.
Thus, there is a potential tension when using multiple
translated attributes—they may align with a consumer’s concerns but may also increase the chances of
triggering a consumer’s vexation. One option for navigating this tension is to target translations to specific
market segments. Environmental information can be
emphasized in more liberal communities and omitted
in more conservative ones. Another option is to provide
environmental information along a continuum rather
than as an either–or choice. The environmental label
described above backed consumers into a corner.
People were forced to choose between a product
that seemed to endorse environmentalism and one
that did not. In contrast, the greenhouse gas rating on
the new EPA label is continuous (for example, 6 vs. 8
on a 10-point scale) and is less likely to appear as an
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endorsement of a political view.

Relative: Provide Information with
Meaningful Comparisons
Our third principle is to express energy-related information in a way that allows consumers to compare
their own energy use with meaningful benchmarks,
such as other consumers or other products. This principle is illustrated nicely in a series of large-scale behavioral interventions conducted by the company OPower
across many areas of the United States. The company
applied social psychological research on descriptive
norms to reduce energy consumption.21 In field studies,
OPower presented residential electricity consumers
with feedback on how their energy use compared
with the energy use of similar neighbors (thereby
largely holding constant housing age, size, and local
weather conditions). Consumers who see that they are
using more energy than those in comparable homes
are motivated to reduce their energy use. To offset
complacency in homes performing better than average,
OPower couples neighbor feedback with a positive
message, such as a smiley face, to encourage sustained
performance. Feedback about neighbors alone—in the
absence of any changes in price or incentives—reduces
energy consumption by about 2%, which is roughly the
reduction one would expect if prices were increased
through a 20% tax increase.22 Other studies have shown
that feedback about neighbors can produce small but
enduring savings for natural gas23and water consumption.24,25 Moreover, there is no evidence that consumers
ignore or tire of feedback over time.26 Although many
OPower interventions combine neighbor feedback with
helpful advice on how to reduce energy use, research
suggests that norm information alone is effective in
motivating change.27
The benefits of comparative information are often
attributed to people’s intrinsic competitiveness. Homeowners want to “keep up with the Joneses” in everything, including their energy conservation. Competition
plays an important part, but we believe that the
neighbor feedback effect demonstrates a more basic
psychological point. Energy consumption (for example,
kilowatts or ergs) and even energy costs (for example,
$73.39) are difficult to evaluate on their own. Is $73.39
a lot of money or a little? Feedback about neighbors’
energy consumption provides a reference point that

helps people judge the magnitude of the outcomes of
their actions, as when they learn that they spend $40
more per month on natural gas than their neighbors do.
Providing information so that it can be seen as relatively
better or worse than a salient comparison measure,
such as neighborhood norms, the numbered scale for
HERS (see Figure 4), or the greenhouse gas ratings on
the EPA label (see Figure 1), helps consumers better
understand an otherwise abstract energy measure.28,29
Reference points also have a second effect, which
is to increase motivation. Decades of research have
shown that people strongly dislike the feelings of
loss, failure, and disappointment. Further, the motivation to eliminate negative outcomes is substantially
stronger than the motivation to achieve similar positive
outcomes.30,31 Because reference points allow people to
judge whether outcomes are good or bad, they strongly
motivate those who are coming up short to close the
gap: Being worse than the neighbors or ending up “in
the red” (see Figure 4) leads people to work to avoid
those outcomes.
Of course, about half of the people in an OPower
study would be given the positive feedback that they
are better than average, which can lead to complacency. An alternative is to have people focus on stretch
goals instead of the average neighbor.32 Carrico and
Riemer studied the energy use in 24 buildings on a
college campus.33 The occupants of half of the buildings were randomly assigned to meet a goal of a 15%
reduction in energy use and received monthly feedback in graphic form. Occupants of the remaining
buildings received the same goal but no feedback on
their performance. There were no financial incentives
tied to meeting the goal, and none of the occupants
personally bore any of the energy costs. Nevertheless,
those who received feedback on whether they met the
goal achieved a 7% reduction in energy use; those who
received no feedback showed no reduction in energy
use.
OPower uses a similar logic when it lists the energy
consumption of the 10% most efficient homes in a
neighborhood, in addition to the energy consumption
of the average home. This challenging reference point
introduces a goal and gives residents with better than
average energy consumption habits a target that they
currently fall short of and can aim for.
Research on self-set goals has also found beneficial
effects. In a study of 2,500 Northern Illinois homes,
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Harding and Hsiaw found that homeowners who set
realistic goals for reducing their electricity use (goals
up to 15%) reduced their consumption about 11% on
average, which is substantially more than the reductions achieved by homeowners who set no goals or
who set unrealistically ambitious goals and abandoned
them.34
Of the many possible reference points that could be
used, which ones best help reduce energy consumption? Focusing on typical numbers (such as neighbor
averages) helps consumers know where they stand;
deviating from the typical may motivate consumers to
explore why they are inferior or superior to others. As
we have noted, however, superiority can also lead to
complacency. If continued energy reduction is desired,
policymakers or business owners should identify a
realistic reference point that casts current levels of
consumption as falling short. Both realistic goals, say
a 10% reduction, and social comparisons to the best
performers, such as the 10% of neighbors who use
the least energy, create motivation for those already
performing better than average.
The most extreme form of relative comparison is
when all energy information is converted to a few
ranked categories, such as with a binary certification
system (for example, Energy Star certified or not) or
using a limited number of colors and letter grades (e.g.,
European Union energy efficiency labels).5,29,35 If used
alone, these simple rankings are likely to be effective
at changing behavior,29 but they may generate some
undesirable consequences. For example, ranked categories exaggerate the perceived difference between
two similar products that happen to fall on either side
of a threshold (for example, B vs. C or green vs. yellow)
and thereby distort consumer choice.29,35 Other challenges arise when there are multiple product categories, such as SUVs and compact vehicles—should an
efficient SUV be graded against all vehicles (and score
poorly) or against other SUVs (and score highly)? We
recommend that simple categories not be used alone
but rather be combined with richer information on
cost and energy consumption so that consumers can
make a decision that best fits their personal goals and
preferences.

Expand: Provide Information on Larger Scales
Our fourth principle is to express energy-related
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information on expanded scales, which allows the
impact of a change to be seen over longer periods
of time or over greater use. For example, the cost of
using an appliance could be expressed as 30 cents per
day, $109.50 per year, or $1,095 over 10 years. Fundamentally, these expressions are identical. However,
a growing body of research shows that people pay
more attention to otherwise identical information if it
is expressed on expanded scales (such as cost over 10
years) rather than contracted scales (cost per day). As
a result, they are more likely to choose options that
look favorable on the expanded dimensions.36–39 When
people compare two window air-conditioning units
that differ in their energy use, small scales such as cost
per hour make the differences look trivial—savings are
within pennies of each other (for example, 30 cents vs.
40 cents per hour). Large scales such as cost per year,
however, reveal costs in the hundreds of dollars (e.g.,
$540 vs. $720 per year). The problem of trivial costs
raises questions about the benefits of smart meters. If
real-time energy and cost feedback are expressed in
terms of hourly consumption, for example, all energy
use can seem inconsequential.
A number of studies have shown that providing cost
information over an extended period of time, such as
the cost of energy over the expected lifetime operation
of a product, increases preferences for more expensive
but more efficient products.37,38 Camilleri and Larrick
tested the benefits of scale expansion directly by giving
people (n = 424) hypothetical choices between six
pairs of cars in which a more efficient car cost more
than a less efficient car.40 Participants saw vehicle gas
consumption stated for one of three distances: 100
miles, which is the distance used to express consumption on the EPA car label; 15,000 miles, which is the
distance used to express annual fuel costs on the EPA
car label; or 100,000 miles, which is roughly equivalent
to a car’s lifetime driving distance (see Table 3).
The researchers presented some participants with a
gas-consumption metric and others with a cost metric.
Participants were most likely to choose the efficient car
when they were given cost information (an end objective) and when it was scaled over 100,000 miles. In a
second study, when the gas savings from the efficient
car did not cover the difference in upfront price (over
100,000 miles of driving), interest in the efficient car
naturally dropped, but it remained highest when cost
was expressed on the 100,000 miles scale.
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Table 3. Three examples from Camilleri and
Larrick (2014) of expanding gas costs over
different distances (100 miles, 15,000 miles,
100,000 miles)
Options
Car A
Car B

Options
Car A’
Car B’

Options
Car A’’
Car B’’

Cost of gas per
100 miles of driving

Price of car

$20
$16

$18,000
$21,000

Cost of gas per
15,000 miles of driving

Price of car

$3,000
$2,400

$18,000
$21,000

Cost of gas per
100,000 miles of driving

Price of car

$20,000
$16,000

$18,000
$21,000

Hardisty and colleagues presented people with
varied cost information for three time scales—one
year, five years, and 10 years—for light bulbs, TV sets,
furnaces, and vacuum cleaners.37 Control subjects
received no cost information. Providing cost information increased people’s choice of the more expensive,
energy-efficient product. The tendency to choose
the more efficient product increased as the time scale
increased. However, results varied according to the
product. This suggests the importance of testing design
changes,41 even in hypothetical studies, to uncover
context-specific psychological effects.
A major benefit of expressing energy consumption
and energy costs over larger time spans is that it counteracts people’s tendency to be focused on the present
in their decisionmaking. A large body of research in
psychology finds that people heavily discount the
future; for instance, they focus more on immediate
out-of-pocket costs and do not consider delayed
savings.42 Expanded scales help people to consider
the future more clearly by doing the math for them.43
However, costs that are delayed long into the future
may need to be expressed in terms of current dollars to
take into account the time value of money.
What is the best time frame to use? Although the
results suggest that larger numbers have more psychological impact, there are several reasons to strive for
large but reasonable numbers. The magnitude of gas
savings appears even larger if scaled to 300,000 miles

of driving, but that is not a realistic number of miles that
one vehicle will accumulate. Consumers might see it
as manipulative. Also, at some point, numbers become
so large that they become difficult to relate to (try
considering thousands of pennies per year). All of these
factors suggest a basic design principle, which is that
scale expansion best informs choice if the expansion
is set to a large but meaningful number, such as the
expected lifetime of an appliance.

Combining CORE Principles
We have largely discussed the effectiveness of the four
proposed CORE principles when applied separately.
But how do they work in combination? Multiple principles often are being used at once in labeling. The
revised EPA label (see Figure 1), for instance, includes
a new metric that combines three principles. The label
contains a five-year (75,000-mile) figure that displays a
vehicle’s gas costs or savings compared with an average
vehicle. For an SUV that gets 14 MPG, this figure is quite
large: It is roughly $10,000 in extra costs to own the
vehicle. This new metric combines scale expansion
(75,000 miles), translation to an end objective (cost),
and a relative comparison (to an average vehicle)
that makes good and bad outcomes more salient. On
the basis of our research, there is reason to believe
that combining principles in this way should better
inform car buyers, but the benefits of the combination
approach have not been empirically tested. Existing
field research on the use of descriptive norms and of
energy savings goals finds reductions between 2% and
10%.22–27 Empirical tests are needed to assess whether
different combinations of the four principles could
increase energy savings further.
One challenge in redesigning the EPA label was
the need to create a common metric that allows the
comparison of traditional vehicles that run on gasoline
and newer vehicles that run on electricity. The solution
was to report a metric called MPGe, which stands for
MPG equivalent. Equivalence is achieved by calculating
the amount of electricity equal to the amount of energy
produced by burning a gallon of gasoline and then
calculating the miles an electric vehicle can drive on
that amount of electricity. On the basis of the principles we have proposed, this metric is a poor one. First,
it inherits all of the problems of MPG—it leads people
to underestimate the benefits of improving inefficient
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vehicles and to overestimate the benefits of improving
efficient vehicles. Second, it completely obscures both
the cost and the environmental implications of the
energy source, which are buried in the denominator.
A better approach would be to express the cost and
environmental implications of the energy source over
a given distance of driving. This is not a trivial undertaking because the cost and environmental implications of electricity vary widely across the United States
depending on regulation and the relative reliance on
coal, natural gas, hydropower, or other renewables to
produce electricity (to address this challenge, the U.S.
Department of Energy provides a zip code–based cost
and carbon calculator for all vehicles: http://www.afdc.
energy.gov/calc/). Despite the challenges, this information would be more useful to consumers than the
confusing MPGe metric.
Although we have proposed the CORE principles
in the context of energy consumption information,
the same principles may be useful when providing
information about a wide range of consumer choices.
For example, the federal Affordable Care Act requires
chain restaurants to provide calorie information about
their menu items by the end of 2015. Although some
studies have found that calorie labeling reduces calorie
consumption,44 the results across studies have been a
mix of beneficial and neutral effects.45,46 The provision
of calorie information has a larger effect, however, if
a relative comparison is offered, such as when there is
a list of alternatives from high to low calorie;47 when
calorie counts are compared with recommended daily
calorie intake;48 or when calorie levels are expressed
using traffic light colors of green, yellow, and red.49
There is also limited evidence that translating calories
to another objective, the amount of exercise required
to burn an equivalent number of calories, also reduces
consumption.50,51 Although we know of no existing
studies testing it, the expansion principle might also be
of use in the food domain. For example, phone apps
that count calories consumed and burned in a given
day could provide estimates of weight loss or weight
gain if those same behaviors occurred over a month.
Dieters might be motivated by seeing a small number
scaled up to something relevant to an objective as
important as expected weight loss. Research exploring
how the principles influence choices in disparate
domains, such as energy consumption and obesity-reduction projects, might be useful to both areas.
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CORE can also be applied to more consumer
domains if the C is broadened from consumption to
include calculations of many kinds. MPG is a misleading
measure because its relationship to gas consumption
is highly nonlinear. A GPHM metric is helpful because it
does the math for consumers. There are other nonlinear
relationships that consumers face for which calculations would be helpful. Consumers systematically
underestimate the beneficial effects of compounding
on retirement savings52 and the detrimental effects of
compounding on unpaid credit card debt.53 Explicitly
providing these calculations is helpful in both cases.
A familiar product, sunscreen, also has a misleading
curvilinear relationship. Sunscreen is measured using
a sun-protection-factor (SPF) score that might range
in value from 15 to 100, which captures the number of
minutes a consumer could stay in the sun to achieve
the same level of sunburn that results from one minute
of unprotected exposure. A more meaningful number,
however, is the percentage of radiation blocked by the
sunscreen. This is calculated by subtracting 1/SPF from
1 and reveals the similarity of all sunscreens above 30
SPF. A 30-SPF sunscreen blocks 97% of UV radiation,
and a 50-SPF sunscreen blocks 98% of UV radiation.
Dermatologists consider any further differentiation
above 50-SPF pointless,54 and regulators in Japan,
Canada, and Europe cap SPF values at 50.55
When one is trying to make the most of the CORE
principles described above, it is important to consider
how much as well as what kind of information to
provide to help people choose. Too much information
can be overwhelming. Consider food nutrition labels.
They contain dozens of pieces of information that are
hard to evaluate and hard to directly translate to end
objectives such as minimizing weight gain or protecting
heart health. Thus, we believe that simplicity is also an
important principle when providing information (and
can be added as the first letter in a modified acronym,
SCORE). Simplicity is at odds with multiple translations. To reconcile this conflict, we propose the idea of
minimal coverage: striving to cover diverse end objectives with a minimum of information. The revised EPA
label succeeds here. It is not too cluttered and conveys
a minimal set of distinct information (energy, costs,
and greenhouse gas impacts) to allow consumers with
different values to recognize and act on objectives they
care about. Of course, a focus on one primary thing—
energy use—requires only a few possible translations.
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Feasibility and Acceptability
Thanks to the best-selling 2008 book Nudge: Improving
Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness by
Thaler and Sunstein,10 behavioral interventions to help
consumers are often termed nudges because they
encourage a change in behavior without restricting
choice. However, there has been recent debate over
both the ethics and the political feasibility of implementing nudges to influence consumer behavior.
We believe it is useful to evaluate nudges in terms of
how they operate psychologically. Some nudges steer
behavior by tapping known psychological tendencies that people have but are not aware of. Others try
to guide decisionmakers by improving their decision
processes. Perhaps the best known steering nudge is
the use of default options to influence choice. Decisionmakers who are required to start with one choice
alternative, such as being enrolled in a company retirement plan56 or being registered as an organ donor,57
tend to stick with the first alternative—the default—
when given the option to opt out. Consequently, those
who must opt out end up selecting the default option
at a much higher rate than those who must actively opt
in to get the same alternative. Defaults tap a number of
known psychological tendencies such as a bias for the
status quo and inertia, which people exhibit without
being aware they are doing so.58 Guiding nudges, on the
other hand, tend to offer information that consumers
care about and make it easy to use—examples include
informing credit card users that paying the minimum
each month will trap them in debt for 15 years and
double their total interest costs compared with paying
an amount that would allow them to pay off the debt in
three years.53
Two of the CORE principles we propose are guiding
nudges. Both consumption metrics and expanded
scales improve information processing by delivering
relevant, useful math. The two remaining principles,
however, both guide and steer. Translating energy to
costs and environmental impacts improves the decisionmaking process by calling people’s attention to
objectives they care about and providing a signpost
for achieving them. The practice also taps into a basic
psychological tendency, counting, that makes efficient options more attractive. The revised EPA label,
for instance, may encourage counting when it displays
multiple related benefits of efficient vehicles. Similarly,

relative comparisons improve information processing
by providing a frame of reference for evaluating otherwise murky energy information. However, comparison
also taps into a powerful psychological tendency: the
desire to achieve good outcomes and the even stronger
desire to avoid bad ones. As we have explained, there
are many possible comparisons, such as the energy
used by an average neighbor or an energy reduction
goal, and no comparison is obviously the right one to
use.
We emphasize that although the CORE principles
we advance are designed to make energy information
more usable, they may not always yield stronger preferences for energy reduction. For example, consumption
metrics make clear that improvements on inefficient
technologies can yield large reductions in consumption (and in costs and environmental impact). They
also make clear that large efficiency gains on already
efficient technologies, such as trading in a 50-MPG
hybrid for a 100-MPGe plug-in or a 16-SEER air-conditioning unit for a 24-SEER air-conditioning unit, will
be very expensive but yield only small absolute savings
in energy and cost. If some car buyers who would
have bought a 16-MPG vehicle now see the benefits
of choosing a 20-MPG vehicle, other buyers may no
longer trade in their 30-MPG sedan for a 50-MPG
hybrid.59 An interesting empirical question is whether
other motivations, such as a strong interest in the
environment, will keep the already efficiency-minded
segment pushing toward the most efficient technologies for intrinsic reasons. Alternatively, consumers who
value environmental conservation may choose to shift
their attention from one technology to another (from
automobiles to household energy use, for instance)
once it is apparent they have achieved a low level of
energy consumption in the first technology.60
We recognize that better energy metrics can have
only limited impact. Better metrics can improve and
inform decisions and remind people of what they value,
but they may do little to change people’s attitudes
about energy or the environment. There is a growing
literature on political differences in environmental attitudes and the motivations that lead people to be open
to or resist energy efficiency as a solution to climate
change.19,20,61,62 An understanding of what motivates
people to be concerned with energy use complements
this article’s focus on how best to provide information.
In addition, better energy metrics will not influence
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behavior as powerfully as policy levers such as raising
the Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards to 54.5
MPG, for example, or raising fossil fuel prices to reflect
their environmental costs. However, designing better
energy metrics is politically attractive because they
represent a low-cost intervention that focuses primarily
on informing consumers while preserving their freedom
to choose.
Even though the benefit of any given behavioral
intervention may be modest,22 pursuing and achieving
benefits from multiple interventions can have a large
impact as larger political and technological solutions
are pursued.4,63 Moreover, better energy metrics can
make future political and technological developments

more powerful. If cultural shifts produce greater
concern for the environment, or political shifts lead to
mechanisms that raise the cost of fossil fuels to reflect
their environmental impacts, a clear understanding of
energy consumption and its impacts would empower
consumers to respond more effectively to such
policy changes.
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Finding

Payer mix & financial health drive
hospital quality: Implications for
value-based reimbursement policies
Matthew Manary, Richard Staelin, William Boulding, & Seth W. Glickman

Summary.

Documented disparities in health care quality in hospitals have

been associated with patients’ race, gender, age, and insurance coverage.
We used a novel data set with detailed hospital-level demographic, financial,
quality-of-care, and outcome data across 265 California hospitals to examine
the relationship between a hospital’s financial health and its quality of care.
We found that payer mix, the percentage of patients with private insurance
coverage, is the key driver of a hospital’s financial health. This is important
because a hospital’s financial health influences its quality of care and patient
outcomes. Government policies that financially penalize hospitals on the
basis of care quality and/or outcomes may disproportionately impair financial
performance and quality investments at hospitals serving fewer privately
insured patients. Such policies could exacerbate health disparities among
patients at greatest risk of receiving substandard care.

I

n recent years, the availability of data measuring
the quality of health care in hospitals has expanded
dramatically. One important observation is that hospitals with higher numbers of racial minorities and poor
people in their patient populations provide lower quality
care. A critical question for policymakers is this: Where
do these disparities originate? Do they primarily reflect
differences in treatment based on patient demographic
factors? We explore a second explanation, that disparities may be driven by the underlying financial health

Manary, M., Staelin, R., Boulding, W., & Glickman, S. W. (2015). Payer
mix & financial health drive hospital quality: Implications for valuebased reimbursement policies. Behavioral Science & Policy, 1(1), pp.
77–84.

of hospitals. Minority and poorer populations are more
likely to be under- or uninsured. If hospitals receive
lower reimbursements for their services to these populations, they are less able to make the investments that
hospitals need to ensure quality care for all patients.
Testing for such a possibility requires the right kind of
data (demographic, financial, and clinical) and a robust
analysis that looks at multiple relevant variables over
time.
We began our research into this area aware of
evidence that financial health may be a very important
driver of quality of care. For one, studies that look at
health care quality measures within individual hospitals
find much smaller correlations between patients’ race
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or income and lower quality than do cross-sectional
studies that look for relationships by comparing performance across hospitals.1–3 Another clue is research
by Dranove and White dating back to the 1990s.4 In a
longitudinal analysis of how multiple hospitals reacted
to Medicare and Medicaid payment reductions in the
1980s and early 1990s, they found that hospitals did
not compensate for these reductions by raising prices
for patients with private insurance. Instead, they tended
to treat the quality of care as a somewhat consistently
provided public good within their hospital. Thus, the
quality of care declined for all patients, albeit more for
Medicaid and Medicare patients.
Understanding what causes these disparities is
vital today. Medicare, for instance, is shifting from a
payment structure based solely on quantity or intensity
of services at hospitals to one that creates incentives
for improving the quality of health care services.5,6 For
example, the Hospital Value-Based Purchasing Program
of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
ties hospital Medicare payments to performance in
quality measures, outcomes, efficiency, and patient
experience. Because these policies are designed also,
in part, to limit costs, the incentive programs by design
create a system of winners (those that receive financial
rewards for high quality) and losers (those that receive
financial penalties for low quality). Our findings suggest
that such penalties could unintentionally drive quality
even lower at already low-performing hospitals. That
is, the current rewards and penalties system may lead
to institutionalizing inferior health care at hospitals that
serve patients at the greatest risk of receiving lower
quality care.

What Drives Health Outcomes?
To better understand the factors that ultimately impact
health outcomes, we developed a model that recognizes
the complex interplay between patient characteristics,
reimbursement, organizational behavior, and quality
of care and health outcomes. We extended a classic
quality assessment framework by Donabedian,7 which
identifies measurable components that contribute to
the quality of care in hospitals. This approach allowed
us to relate quality of care and health outcomes to
organizational behaviors as expressed through capital
investments, clinical adherence to standard guidelines,

Figure 1. Hospital quality framework
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and reported patient experiences. Our resulting hospital
quality framework (see Figure 1) was built on the premise
that the demographics of a hospital’s patient population are significantly correlated with its payer mix,
called here the patient insurance coverage mix. Data
showing that Spanish-speaking and African American
patients are significantly less likely than White patients
to have health care insurance support this approach.8
Caring for substantial numbers of patients without
insurance decreases a hospital’s revenue. Less income
may degrade a hospital’s financial health, which leads to
lower investment in personnel, information technology,
and other key contributors to quality care. Therefore,
changes in a hospital’s demographic or financial structure (possibly among other factors, many of which we
control for in our analyses) will affect downstream institutional processes and, consequently, the quality of care
(see Figure 1).
We built our model using a variety of health care
quality data from four major sources. The first was the
California Office of Statewide Health Planning and
Development (COSHPD), from whose website (http://
www.oshpd.ca.gov/Healthcare-Data.html) we pulled
information for general and acute care hospitals with at

least two years of consecutive data from 2005 to 2011.
This source provided detailed audited financial data,
which helps overcome the limitations of using cost-accounting data from Medicare cost reports.9 We also
accessed information on payer insurance coverage,
patient characteristics such as race, and hospital
controls (for example, ownership status, capital investment changes, and licensed bed count).
Our second data source was Yale University’s Center
for Outcomes Research & Evaluation, which provided
annual hospital 30-day risk-standardized readmission and mortality rates for three clinical areas (acute
myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia)
for the period 2005–2010. Using annual data rather
than CMS’s publicly available three-year aggregate data
allowed us to better control for unobserved factors and
test for causality.
Our third source was the Hospital Compare database
compiled by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services: http://www.medicare.gov/hospitalcompare/
search.html. From this database, we obtained data on
annual adherence to clinical guidelines for the same
three clinical areas for the calendar years 2005–2010.
The fourth source was the annual Hospital
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) survey for the period 2007–2010,
from which we obtained patient assessments of their
in-hospital care experiences. Note that these experiences were not limited to the above-mentioned clinical
areas. Survey scores were adjusted by CMS to account
for factors believed to affect patient responses but do
not control for patient ethnicity or form of payment.10
From these sources, we used multiple measures
whenever possible for each component of the quality
framework shown in Figure 1. Thus, our results reflect
an aggregate view of a hospital’s performance and are
not indicators of any individual patient status, experience, or outcome, nor do they reveal the performance
of a specific clinical area within a hospital.
Our model required annual financial and patient
information for the hospitals included in our study. We
constructed our data set through a process of elimination. First, we identified 485 health care facilities
that reported in California’s COSHPD financial database and 515 health care facilities that reported patient
demographics, payer coverage, and hospital characteristics (not all facilities were acute care hospitals). We

cross-referenced the additional data sources (see above
and the Supplemental Material) to find 30-day risk-
standardized readmission and mortality rates, adherence to clinical guidelines, and patient surveys. Our final
study population was 265 acute care hospitals in California that had complete information for at least two
consecutive years and also maintained a one-to-one
relation with a Medicare provider number from 2005
through 2010.
This final data set allowed us to draw on the
strengths of comparisons both within and between
hospitals. In general, analyses across multiple institutions can be useful for identifying correlations
between factors such as health outcomes and patient
demographics. However, they cannot determine if one
factor causes another because they cannot control for
unobserved factors that affect the dependent variable
of interest and that differ between institutions.11 In
contrast, analyses conducted within a single hospital
are more revealing of causal relationships because
they hold fixed many of these unobserved factors. That
said, considerations unique to each institution might
limit the ability to generalize the results. Having data
from the same hospitals over multiple years allowed
us to control for unobserved fixed and autocorrelated
effects while increasing the number and breadth of
the hospitals analyzed, thereby allowing us to identify
relationships applicable across a variety of health care
organizations.
An overview of our data set confirmed that the
sample contained data points across a wide enough
range for each variable to allow us to estimate relationships. We also compared the general characteristics of our California hospital sample with those of the
national hospital data set. Statistical tests show that
for the majority of variables recorded, there were no
significant differences between our sample and the
national sample. However, the hospitals in our sample
were larger overall and had lower clinical adherence for
pneumonia, higher mortality rates for pneumonia, and
lower patient satisfaction. With this noted, we observe
that these comparisons suggest that the relationships
we identified here are likely to apply to a wider range of
health care organizations as well. (Much more detail on
our measures and tables of our results are available for
review in our Supplemental Material.)
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Patient Populations and Hospital Performance
We used several common metrics, described briefly
below, to assess different aspects of patient populations
and hospital performance.

Patient Demographics and Patient
Insurance Coverage
Using the COSHPD database, we calculated the annual
percentage of patients covered by private insurers for
each hospital (the patient insurance coverage mix), the
percentage of underrepresented minorities (African
American, Hispanic, and Native American) served by
the hospital, and the percentage of a hospital’s patients
who were 60 years of age or older.

Financial Health
We measured the financial health of a hospital in any
given year using the DuPont System, which is widely
used in financial statement analysis to assess the overall
financial health of an institution.12 The DuPont System
includes three key financial ratios that reflect different
aspects of financial health. Current ratio provides
information about the institution’s ability to meet
its short-term financial obligations. Gross operating
margin is a good indicator of the institution’s ability to
generate profits. And return on assets captures how
efficiently the institution uses its assets. As detailed
in our Supplemental Material, we standardized and
combined these ratios to create a single measure of the
hospital’s annual financial health. This measure reflects
a hospital’s access to the resources needed to deliver
high-quality care, such as staff, managerial talent, and
physical assets. Higher scores indicate better financial
performance.

Clinical Adherence
We used care performance measures from CMS’s
Hospital Compare database to report how well a
hospital met the objective standards associated with
high-quality medical care for each of three clinical
areas: acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and
pneumonia. As described further in our Supplemental
Material, we created a single measure of the hospital’s
clinical quality in a given year relative to the other 264
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hospitals in our database. For this measure, higher
scores reflect greater adherence to clinical standards,
an indicator of better care.

Patient Experience
The HCAHPS database contains average patient
assessments on 10 dimensions of patient care, derived
from 18 survey questions. To generate a single annual
hospital value for overall patient experience, we
combined responses to two hospital-specific questions
(“How do you rate the hospital overall?” and “Would
you recommend the hospital to friends and family?”).
These two dimensions reflect overall service quality13,14
and have been found to capture patients’ overall
satisfaction with their hospital experience.15 They are
also important predictors of health outcomes such as
mortality and readmission, as observed across multiple
clinical areas and hospital services.16,17 These yearly
aggregated measures were then standardized (see the
Supplemental Material for details). As with HCAPHS,
better patient experiences are associated with higher
scores for this measure.

Hospital Infrastructure
Prior work has shown that hospital investment in infrastructure such as equipment is related to outcomes
and quality screens.18–20 We captured each hospital’s
new annual capital investment on the basis of annual
percentage of change in equipment and net depreciation as determined from audited financial records,
which we then standardized across the population
within each year. Larger values are associated with
greater levels of investment.

Hospital Outcomes
We used two common quality measures, hospital-level
30-day risk-standardized mortality rates and readmission
rates, which control a particular hospital’s outcome rates
for patient demographics (gender and age), cardiovascular condition, and other existing health conditions.
As detailed in the Supplemental Material, we combined
these two measures for each of our three clinical areas
to create a single hospital-wide quality index for each
hospital and each year. As with the above measures, this
measure should be viewed as a good but not perfect
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hospital-level measure of the quality of health care. In
this case, smaller values represent better outcomes.

Control Measures
We also controlled for other hospital-observed factors
that are not of primary interest in our model but are
commonly used in hospital financial research,9,21
including number of licensed beds, teaching hospital
status, ownership (for example, investor, government,
or nonprofit), and presence of 24-hour emergency
services.

Hospital Finances and Health Care Outcomes
Our primary objective was to identify links between
a hospital’s patient population and its quality of care,
then evaluate whether those relationships are mediated
by the financial health of the hospital. We first looked
at our data set for evidence that variation in patient
demographics, including ethnicity, correlated with variations in health care quality. Using a regression analysis
statistical approach, we tested whether the percentage
of underrepresented minorities was directly associated
with the three performance measures that CMS uses in
its pay-for-performance programs: clinical adherence,
patient experience, and hospital outcomes. (Note that
CMS controls for age when reporting patient experience and outcomes.) Much like the previous studies
we mentioned earlier, we found highly statistically
significant results showing that hospitals that treated
higher percentages of minority patients reported lower
clinical adherence scores, worse patient experiences,
and poorer health outcomes. However, this regression
analysis is designed only to show correlation between
factors, not whether one directly causes another.
Given our interest in assessing causality, we next
defined a series of linear models to test the relationships we proposed in Figure 1. We used these models
to address four main issues. First, the models help identify factors that might separately explain an observed
correlational relationship between the variables in
question. They do this by controlling for some aspects
of unobserved variables (such as managerial expertise)
that might cut across equations and/or are related to
the independent and dependent variables and thus
could affect both. Second, the models test whether
an observed statistical association (such as between

ethnic status and measures of financial health) can
be accounted for by an intermediate variable (such
as insurance status). Third, the models test whether
our results might be explained by unaccounted-for
contemporaneous factors (for example, economic
shocks that lead to lower employment levels, which,
in turn, lead to sicker patients because of postponed
health care). And finally, the models are used to test
for causality among the factors described in Figure 1.
We analyzed causality using a methodology proposed
by Clive Granger that uses past observations of the
dependent variable (such as quality of health care) as a
control and then looks to see if an independent variable
(such as insurance reimbursements) causes changes
in the dependent variable after including additional
control variables (such as demographics).22 The models
testing the Figure 1 relationships and their main findings
are described below.
1. Is a hospital’s patient insurance coverage mix
determined by its patient demographics? We found that
hospitals that treated higher percentages of patients
from underrepresented minority populations had fewer
privately insured patients.
2. Is a hospital’s financial health determined by its
patient insurance coverage mix? Institutions with a
higher percentage of privately insured patients also
demonstrated better financial performance. Although
hospitals that treat greater numbers of older patients
and underrepresented minorities have poorer financial
health, these effects are completely mediated once
the percentage of privately insured patients is included
in the model. That is, the age and racial composition
of a patient population are not related to the financial
health of a hospital once the insurance coverage of the
patients is known. When we tested for causality, we
found that the percentage of privately insured patients
significantly affects hospital financial performance in
the subsequent year. This latter point highlights the
potentially complex and long-lasting impact payer
coverage has on a hospital’s financial health and, indirectly, its ability to provide quality care both today and
in the future.
3–5. Are patient experiences, clinical adherence, and
investment in equipment, respectively, determined by
the hospital’s financial health? Together, these three
separate analyses showed that a hospital’s financial
health seems to have widespread impact on institutional decisionmaking and structure. Both clinical
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performance and changes in equipment investment
correlated with the institution’s financial health,
although patient experiences did not. However, when
we tested for causality, we found that last year’s financial health negatively affected not only this year’s
investment in equipment and clinical performance but
also this year’s patient experience scores.
6. Are hospital outcomes determined jointly by
the hospital’s patient experiences, clinical adherence,
and investment in equipment? We found that better
adherence to clinical guidelines and positive patient
experiences were associated with better hospital-wide
outcomes, even after controlling for the effects of the
other factors (including investment in equipment).

Implications for Health Care Policy
Our analyses, which are very supportive of the relationships proposed in Figure 1, provide a number
of important insights useful to policymakers and
researchers. Our results show empirically that the payer
mix of a hospital’s patients affects the quality of its
services and patient outcomes. This is largely due to the
payer mix’s effects on a hospital’s financial condition
rather than its patient demographic profile. Controlling
for payer coverage absorbed most if not all of the relationship between patient demographics and quality
measures. We say “most” because the percentage of
privately insured patients did not mediate the relationship between minority percentage and clinical
adherence. However, when the percentage of privately
insured patients was exchanged for the percentage
of payers on Medicaid, demographics were no longer
significant. Moreover, because our data do not allow us
to identify payment coverage by demographic group
within a hospital, we cannot say that demographics play
no part in determining quality of care; however, failing
to account for payment sources will likely overstate
demographic effects.
To provide insights into the magnitude of impact
that the hospital’s financial health has on downstream
measures of performance and outcomes, we segmented
our sample into three groups: hospitals in the top 20%
of financial health in 2007 (our first year with complete
measures), hospitals in the bottom 20%, and those in
between. We compared the average performance in
patient HCAHPS scores, clinical adherence, and investment in equipment for the top and bottom groups to
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show the actual average performance for these three
downstream measures. Hospitals in the top 20% of
financial health, for instance, invested more heavily in
equipment (9.3% vs. 8.1%), scored 7 points higher on
HCAHPS (80 vs. 73), and scored higher in clinical adherence for heart attack, heart failure, and pneumonia (3.5,
7.7, and 6.7 points higher, respectively). For an average-sized hospital from our sample, our model predicts
that being in the top 20% of infrastructure investment,
clinical adherence performance, and HCAHPS scores in
aggregate in a given year resulted in 6.5 fewer deaths
that year (0.4 heart attack, 1.1 heart failure, 5.0 pneumonia) and 11.2 fewer readmissions (1.4 heart attack,
4.1 heart failure, 5.7 pneumonia) compared with an
average-sized hospital in the bottom 20%. Note that
these differences represent the impact on just the 797
patients treated annually in these three clinical areas in
this average hospital; the impact of increased financial
health on a hospital’s full patient population will likely be
much greater.
Taken together, these findings imply that failing
to adjust CMS’s Hospital Value-Based Performance
Program (HVBP) and Readmission Reduction Program
(RRP) domain scores to account for patient demographics or payer mix could have unintended consequences. That is, it could set up a cycle of imposing
financial penalties on already struggling hospitals, which
would cause even worse subsequent relative performance, lower HVBP and RRP scores, and further reductions in reimbursement. In their current form, HVBP and
RRP may inadvertently institutionalize substandard care
for people already at risk of receiving poorer care.23,24
A critical facet of fairly administering health care
funding programs is to risk-adjust outcome measures
to control for factors that are beyond the control of a
hospital. That includes the presence and/or severity of
certain diseases such as diabetes, so-called exogenous
factors, but not for hospital characteristics that are
within their control, so-called endogenous factors.25
CMS and other quality assessment bodies such as the
National Quality Forum do not risk-adjust for factors
such as race and socioeconomic status because they
do not want to hold hospitals with different patient
demographics to different performance standards.26
Adjusting for race or socioeconomic status could also
obscure real differences that would be important to
identify wherever they exist. While valid, these concerns
need to be balanced against our findings that failing to
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adjust for payer mix or demographic factors could have
unintended negative effects on organizational finances
and resulting health care quality for underserved
populations.
Recent findings show that safety-net hospitals in
California already are more likely than other hospitals
to be penalized financially by hospital-based quality
reimbursement programs such as HVBP, RRP, and the
electronic health record meaningful-use program.27 One
potential solution is to handle such hospitals, which
treat high proportions of underinsured patients, as a
discrete cohort for the purposes of calculating ValueBased Purchasing reimbursement adjustments. Policymakers could channel a greater proportion of incentive
payments to these safety-net hospitals and potentially
make some of these payments contingent on specified
organizational investments in quality management and
systems.
Another option would be to directly incorporate
patient insurance coverage profiles into the valuebased reimbursement formula for hospitals. This risk-
adjustment methodology could be separated from
formal reporting of quality and outcome metrics to
avoid CMS’s and the National Quality Forum’s explicit
concerns about concealing disparities. Finally, the
adverse effects that decreasing insurance payments
are likely to have on the quality of care for all patients
deserve greater attention. That is particularly true in
states that have elected not to expand Medicaid under
the Affordable Care Act, as also has been highlighted by
Gilman et al.27 In an era of unsustainable cost increases,
hospitals are unlikely to be able to shift costs to the
private sector at historical levels.28 Instead, many hospitals may respond by cutting costs in ways that are
likely to reduce their ability to provide quality health
care,29 which could adversely affect care for all patients,
regardless of their insurance status.
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